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ORGANISATIONAL
Structure

Overview of Alexkor
Alexkor Limited is a juristic entity established in terms of the Alexkor Limited Act No. 116 of 1992 (as
amended), which is wholly owned by the government. Alexkor has two major divisions namely Alexander
Bay Mining (“ABM”), which is the core business activity of the company and Alexander Bay Trading
(“ABT”), which is a non-core operation. The ABM operations involve the mining and marketing of
diamonds sourced from both land and sea concessions. The ABT operations are centred on the production
and marketing of agricultural produce both locally and countrywide.
As one of the largest employers in the Namaqualand region, the company plays an important role in the
creation of employment opportunities and infrastructural support in the form of housing and community
services. Approximately 2 500 people are employed directly and indirectly at Alexander Bay, of whom
most come from the Namaqualand region. In addition, the company manages and maintains the town of
Alexander Bay, and supplies potable water to the town and Port Nolloth. Alexkor also provided health care
services through a fully equipped hospital, which serves the Alexander Bay and surrounding Richtersveld
Communities. The hospital has been transferred to the Northern Cape Provincial Government as from
1 April 2007.
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BOARD
CHAIRMAN'S
Statement
of
Directors

Khetiwe McClain
Chairperson

Mzamani Mdaka
Chief Executive Officer

Viola Makin

Vuyo Mahlati

Dr Roger Paul

Board Member

Board Member

Board Member

The current Board of Directors
was appointed on 1 June 2007.
Rian Coetzee, Dr Tanya
Abrahamse, Martin van Zyl
and Johan van Deventer
resigned on 31 May 2007.
Reggie Muzariri
Board Member

Nchakha Moloi
Board Member

Messrs R Muzariri, Dr R Paul and N Moloi are also serving as members of the Audit and Risk Committee.
In addition to the Audit and Risk Committee the following sub-committees have been established:
Remuneration Committee
Rehabilitation Trust Fund Committee
ABT Sub-committee
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Rehabilitation Committee
ABM Sub-committee
Management Committee
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SENIOR
Management

Mzamani Mdaka
Chief Executive Officer

Geoff Davies
David Beukes
Acting Mine Manager

Mineral Resources
and Marine Manager

Wilna Gilbert-Cloete
Human Resources Manager

Mario van der Walt
Chief Financial Officer

Cheryl Singh
Company Secretary

Security Manager

Schalk Laing

For the year ending 31 March 2007 Senior Management
consisted of the following members:
M E Mdaka
D Beukes
G Karsten
G M Davies

Greg Karsten

W M Gilbert-Cloete
S Laing
M van der Walt

Acting Engineering Manager
C Singh

Chief Executive Officer
Acting Mine Manager
Acting Engineering Manager
Mineral Resources and Marine
Manager
Human Resources Manager
Security Manager
Chief Financial Officer
(resigned 30 June 2007)
Company Secretary

Mr K Doman was appointed as Acting Chief Financial Officer
from 1 July 2007.
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CHAIRPERSON’S AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S
Report

Introduction
Alexkor
experienced
a
further
deterioration in financial performance
during the 2007 financial year where the
company continued to operate at a loss.
The continuous losses reported in the
previous financial years are mainly
attributed to a lack of capital investment
in prior years to address the operational
challenges related to mining on an
inferred resource, continued use of
aging
plant
and
earth-moving
equipment and poor sea conditions. This
situation has been worsened by the
ongoing subsidisation, using income
from mining operations, of the
company’s non-core assets comprising
ABT, Alexander Bay Town, the airport
and the hospital.
Although
strategies
have
been
developed to turn the company’s
mining operations into a viable and
sustainable business, the much-needed
recapitalisation process to achieve this
will only be considered once the land
claims case, which is currently being
settled out of court, is resolved. The
recapitalisation
programme,
as
submitted to the shareholder with the
2007 corporate plan, was planned for
implementation subject to availability of
funds. The main activities on the
recapitalisation programme entailed the
exploration work necessary to identify
and define a measured and/or indicated
diamond resource on the land and midto deep-sea water concessions.

Limited Capacity to Generate
Adequate Income
The company’s overreliance, as observed
in recent years, to source a high
proportion of its income from marine
diamond operations to cover its cost
base has been negated by the adverse
sea conditions. The land mining
operations which have a high fixed-cost
base, with mining activities currently
extracting an inferred resource,
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continued to operate at a loss despite showing an
improvement in diamond income in comparison to the
previous period. The total diamond income for the financial
year was R109.3 million compared to a budget of
R232.8 million, and this pointed to a further reduction in
the company’s ability to generate adequate revenue when
compared to R129.2 million in 2006. The company’s overall
financial performance deteriorated in the 2007 financial
year, with consolidated revenue declining from
R154.8 million to R133.7 million. The company had a gross
operating loss of R22.7 million in 2007 as compared to a
gross operating profit of R11.3 million in 2006.
The non-core activities continued to operate at a loss
during the year and added to the financial burden on the
company. The financial performance of these activities is
consolidated into Alexkor’s financial statements and the
aggregate loss from these activities amounted to
R18.3 million of the reported gross operating loss. Alexkor
commenced with the implementation of its strategy to exit
non-core assets with the transfer of the hospital to the
Northern Cape Provincial Government with effect from
1 April 2007.
Other assets earmarked for transfer to the relevant
authorities, of which work is in progress, include the
establishment of Alexander Bay Township for subsequent
transfer to the Richtersveld Municipality. The transfer of
ABT to the Richtersveld Community has also commenced in
accordance with the framework set out in the Deed of
Settlement.

Initiatives Implemented to Improve
Performance Not Sustainable
Although initiatives were implemented during the financial
year to curb the losses and improve performance from land
and marine operations, these initiatives showed limited
success and no progress was made on essential
interventions required to turn the company around. For the
first time in its history the company sold its entire diamond
production in the open market during the year under
review, and the results achieved were encouraging. The
company introduced a remote mining vessel in the mid-sea
water concessions during 2007, but the technology in use
failed to meet expectations. In order to maximise carat
production from the land operations, a triple-shift
operation commenced in May 2006 for all own-mining
areas and processing plants. This initiative showed a
profound improvement in both throughput and carat
production, but its sustainability was hampered by frequent
breakdowns and related increase in maintenance costs.
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The Alexkor Board, having taken into
consideration the persistent losses and
the company’s inability to secure funds
for recapitalisation, reviewed Alexkor’s
operating objectives in the last quarter of
2007. The Board resolved and instructed
management to put land mining
operations on care and maintenance and
dispose of all movable assets of ABT. A
restructuring process was initiated in
early March 2007 to give effect to the
Board resolutions. However, shareholder
approval was not granted to the
company’s Section 54 of the Public
Finance Management Act (“PFMA”)
application as this was considered to
have a negative impact on the
negotiations for the settlement of the
land claims case with the Richtersveld
Community (“RVC”).

Medium to Long-term Outlook
The State, Alexkor and the RVC entered
into a binding agreement for the out-ofcourt settlement of the land claims case
by signing the Deed of Settlement on
22 April 2007. This is a significant
development which has a direct bearing
on the company’s future, and sets out a
framework for the implementation of
strategies that will lead to the separation
and transfer of the non-core activities
from the mining operations. The
implementation of the agreement will
facilitate Alexkor’s strategy of exiting the
non-core assets, specifically with the
hand-over of ABT to the RVC and the
transfer of Alexander Bay to the
Richtersveld Municipality.

A new recapitalisation programme will be developed in
accordance with the requirements stipulated in the Deed of
Settlement. Based on current financial projections, for the
interim period and prior to the establishment of the PSJV,
Alexkor is expected to continue to operate at a loss and
thus submitted funding requirements to the shareholder
during May 2007 in order to continue with current
operations. The shareholder has subsequently indicated its
commitment to provide financial support to the company in
order to continue its current operations during the
establishment of the PSJV.

Safety and Health
In contrast to the previous year, there was no accident that
resulted in loss of life during the financial year. As a result,
the company achieved 1 000 fatality-free production shifts
in May 2006 for the second time in three years. The safety
statistics measured in terms of Lost-time Injury Frequency
Rate (“LTIFR”) and Disabling Injury Frequency Rate (“DIFR”)
have somewhat deteriorated in the 2007 financial year
compared to previous periods. The increased trend on
injuries has since been rectified with emphasis placed on
the use of personal protective equipment and the enforced
compliance with the company safety management systems
with regard to hazard identification and prevention.

K McClain
Chairperson

M E Mdaka
Chief Executive Officer

The resolution of the land claims case
bodes well for the recapitalisation of the
mining operations. This is planned to be
effected through a joint venture
between Alexkor and the RVC. A Pooling
and Sharing Joint Venture (“PSJV”) will
be established by combining the land
mining rights which, as stated in the
Deed of Settlement, will be held by the
RVC, and Alexkor’s marine mining rights.
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REVIEW OF
Operations

Financial Overview
Alexkor’s ability to generate sufficient
revenue to cover its operating costs
further deteriorated during the 2007
financial year, with a gross operating loss
of R22.7 million during the 2007
financial year compared to a gross
operating profit of R11.3 million during
the 2006 financial year. The gross
operating loss was partially offset by a
government grant of R32.9 million, a
positive adjustment to the postretirement medical aid liability of
R30.6 million as well as a positive
adjustment for income tax credits related
to previous financial years amounting to
R3.8 million. The company reported a
net loss after tax of R19.1 million during
the 2007 financial year compared to
R205.5 million during 2006.

Revenue
Alexkor’s main revenue source remains
the income generated from the sale of
rough, gem-quality diamonds. In order
to maximise the potential revenue
stream, Alexkor commenced with the
sale of its diamond stock on the South
African Diamond Exchange during
April 2006, with a pool of potential
buyers ranging from local to foreign
clients. This strategy ensured that the
prices received are determined by the
local and international diamond market
rather than one single buyer.
As the diamond prices are US Dollardenominated, the Rand/Dollar exchange
plays an important role in determining
the actual Rand value of the cash
inflows. The average exchange rate in
the 2007 financial year was R7.03/$
compared to R6.38/$ during 2006 and
above the budgeted exchange rate of
R6.15/$. This resulted in additional
revenue of R14.7 million for the year.
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However, the gross revenue for 2007 only amounted to
R133.7 million compared to R154.8 million during 2006,
which is mainly attributable to the lower carat production
from marine operations.

Operating Profit/Loss
In contrast, Alexkor’s operating costs did not show a similar
downward trend as with revenue. Although the operating
cost of R209.2 million (2006: R194.9 million) is in line with
budgeted figures, the majority of Alexkor’s costs remains
fixed whilst variable expenditure increased proportionately
with the increase in land mining activities following the
implementation of a triple shift mining configuration.
Other non-core business units (i.e. town maintenance,
Alexander Bay Trading, the hospital and Alexander Bay
Airport) continued to operate at a loss and reported a
combined loss of R18.3 million for 2007. Administration
costs and overheads contributed a further R52.8 million
expense to the company’s operating results.

Net Loss After Tax
The gross operating loss of R22.7 million was partially
offset by a government grant of R32.9 million (2006:
R1.5 million) in order to sustain the company’s operations
and ensure that the company is able to settle its obligations
over the short term. The gross operating loss was further
offset by a net non-cash income adjustment of
R30.6 million related to the annual provision for retirement
benefit obligations, which is primarily due to the actuarial
gain of R39.6 million (2006: R6.2 million actuarial loss) as a
result of the shift to another medical aid scheme during
January 2007 and the termination of benefits for noneligible members. The new medical aid scheme yields lower
monthly contributions, but still provides similar medical aid
benefits.
Coupled with a tax income adjustment of R3.8 million
related to previous years’ overprovision for income tax, the
net loss after tax amounts to R19.1 million (2006: R205.5
million loss), which has been charged to distributable
reserves.

Financial Position and Cash Flow Results
Cash Flow
By the end of October 2006 the increasing operating losses
resulted in the depletion of the cash reserves to such an
extent that government provided operational funding to
the amount of R32.9 million in order to continue the
operations.
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Although the total cash and cash
equivalents amounted to R78.0 million
as at 31 March 2007 (2006:
R35.6 million), only R21.6 million
remained available for operational
purposes at the end of the financial year.
The balance of the cash and cash
equivalents is earmarked for ongoing
litigation matters (R7.6 million)
and
government-funded
projects
(R48.8 million included in provisions for
township establishment, implementation
of the Deed of Settlement and
Boegoeberg rehabilitation).
The post-retirement medical aid liability
decreased from R108.0 million as at
31 March 2006 to R73.7 million as at
31 March 2007. The decrease in this
liability is mainly attributable to the
actuarial
gain
adjustment
of
R39.6 million during the year. The gross
rehabilitation liability increased by
10.3% from R193.4 million as at
31 March 2006 to R213.4 million as at
31 March 2007. The unfunded
rehabilitation liability (after accounting
for funds held in a rehabilitation trust)
amounts to R195.0 million (2006:
R178.8 million).

activities from which an adequate land mining plan can
be developed;
• implementing various projects to bring the mid- and
deep-water marine concessions to account; and
• improving the current land mining’s production capacity,
capabilities and efficiencies.
However, the capital expenditure programme was not
implemented during 2007 due to the lack of funding, with
actual capital expenditure only amounting to R1.3 million
compared to a budget of R189.8 million. The capital
expenditure programme and related recapitalisation of the
company remains the key focus of initiatives to return the
company to profitability.
Impairment of Assets
With reference to the compensation expected in terms of
the Deed of Settlement and the policy note 1.6 on page 37,
the company was compelled to impair its property, plant
and equipment as well as the non-current assets classified
as held for sale by R234.7 million and R1.0 million
respectively.

The company’s current solvency position
therefore remains critical given the
limited operating cash reserves. It is
expected that Alexkor will continue to
operate at a loss until the PSJV and
recapitalisation
programme
are
implemented. In the interim the
shareholder has agreed to provide
monthly financing, aimed at stabilising
the company’s solvency position.
Capital Expenditure
During 2006 Alexkor developed a capital
expenditure programme totalling R350.8
million over four financial years. The
capital expenditure programme was
primarily aimed at:
• establishing a diamond reserve
through appropriate exploration
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CORE
Operations

Figure 1: Diamond income and carat production
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African Diamond Exchange.

Remote mining techniques were introduced during the year
to reduce the mine’s exposure to deteriorating sea

The performance results for 2007

conditions. However, the technology failed to meet

against the specific targets set in the

expectations resulting in a carat production for the year of

business plan are shown in Figure 1.
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to commence with exploration to
develop an indicated resource. This
recapitalisation plan did not take place in
the 2007 financial year. As a result of
this, Alexkor’s own mining operations
are not sustainable and initiatives were
taken to restructure the operation in
March 2007. This process has been
suspended pending the implementation
of the Deed of Settlement.
Optical sorting technology was
introduced during the year and this
technology has shown positive results
but Alexkor could not secure the use of
this technology on the longer term.
Further use of optical sorting is
envisaged to take place in the next
financial year.

Diamond Market
Strength in the diamond market has
continued to underpin prices over the
last year resulting in a strong upward
trend in the dollar price received per
diamond size category, Figure 3. The
trend of increasing prices is evident

Figure 3: Average price of non-specified stones
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across all size categories and resulted in the company
selling the year’s production at an average price of US$485
per carat against the previous year’s figure of US$474 per
carat. This, despite a decline of 42% in the caratage of
specified stones sold compared to the previous period. The
upward trend in prices is expected to continue into the
coming year in line with the strong worldwide demand for
resources. The company continues to sell its production on
the open market at the South African Diamond Exchange
and will continue to do so in the foreseeable future.

Status of Mineral Resources
The current land operations are extracting a diamond
resource defined at the inferred level only. The marine
operations are based on a diamondiferous deposit in which

Diamond resource statement at the inferred level
Mine Area
Alexander Bay
Kaap Voltas
Peacock Bay
Rietfontein
Gifkop
Holgat North
Holgat South
Perdevlei
Cliffs
Langpan
Muisvlak
Port Nolloth Reserve
Totals

Area
(m2 x 1 000 000)

Grade
(cphm2)

Carats
(cts x 1 000)

Stone size
(ct/stn)

Stripping
ratio

1.2
6.5
2.3
8.0
9.5
1.7
2.7
3.9
8.2
10.3
7.6
4.4
66.6

2.8
5.9
11.6
6.2
7.9
6.0
7.0
6.4
6.0
7.5
9.0
4.1
6.9

33
386
267
498
752
101
188
250
494
771
681
182
4 603

0.46
0.53
0.46
0.31
0.29
0.30
0.29
0.33
0.27
0.23
0.27
0.28
0.30

0
9
3
4
4
7
3
4
5
3
4
7
4

Notes:
1. This Resource Statement is based on the Mineralisation Inventory as at 31 August 2004
2. The resource figures have been revised from March 2006 with the depletion of mining in 2007 and the moderation of outliers
3. The Resource Statement is quoted at a cut-off grade of 2.1 cphm3
4. Figures quoted are for a bottom cut-off screen size of 1.6 mm
5. Figures quoted are in situ
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CORE
Operations (continued)

diamond occurrences are too erratic to
adequately define an inferred resource.
The South African Code for the
Reporting of Mineral Resources and
Mineral Reserves (“SAMREC Code”)
states that “an inferred resource” is that
part of a diamond resource for which
tonnage, grade and average value can
be estimated with a low level of
confidence. It is inferred from geological
evidence and assumed but not verified
by geological and/or grade continuity
and a sufficiently large diamond parcel is
not available to ensure a reasonable
representation
of
the
diamond
assortment. It is based on information
through appropriate techniques from
locations such as outcrops, trenches,
pits, workings, and drilIhoIes that may be
limited or of uncertain quality and
reliability. The diamond resource of the
mine is shown in the table on page 9.
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the statement of a reserve. A precursor for the
development of a sound operational and business plan is a
defined diamond reserve. Any operational plan developed
by the mine thus has a high level of uncertainty regarding
the achievement of estimated carat and revenue targets.
In order to generate a reserve base and to ensure that the
mine operates according to generally accepted good
practices, a strategic plan based upon the recapitalisation
of the mine has been developed with an aim of embarking
on a major exploration programme on Alexkor’s land and
sea mining rights.
The exploration programme will focus on driving the
resource estimates of the different mining areas from that
of an inferred status to that of an indicated resource status.
Subsequent feasibility studies conducted on the mineability
and economic potential of the indicated resource will
define those parts of the resource that can be identified as
a reserve. The identification of such a reserve will allow the
development of an operational plan from which a business
plan can be formulated for the future development of that
mine area, and the overall mine.

Whilst significant exploration sampling
and mining of the diamond resource has
historically taken place at Alexkor, and a
large database on the diamond
assortment is available, uncertainties as
regards the quality and density of
historical
sampling
information
precludes the defining of a resource at a
higher level of confidence such as an
indicated resource. Recent exploration
activities have failed to add to the
reserve base as a result of the short time
interval between exploration sampling
activities and the subsequent mining of
the resource.

The status of Alexkor’s land-based diamond resource is
illustrated by the resource triangle shown below in Figure 4.

In the classification of a diamond
reserve, the SAMREC code states that ”a
‘diamond reserve’ is the economically
mineable material derived from a
measured and/or indicated diamond
resource”. The company has not
declared an indicated resource or
measured resource, thereby precluding

Safety and Health

Figure 4: Resource to reserve
ECONOMIC
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Safety and health continues to remain a high priority in
order to ensure the occupational well-being of all
employees, ensure legal compliance and to optimise
productivity. No fatal accidents have been reported during
the 2007 financial year and as a result, this contributed to
the company achieving another 1 000 fatality-free
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production shifts in early May 2007. The
financial year closed with the following
safety statistics: LTIFR of 1.65 (2006:
1.13) and DIFR of 1.37 (2006: 0.98).
During the year under review, there was
an increase in the number of accidents
reported as lost- time injuries. The cause
of these accidents can be attributed to
an extended period of operational
inactivity in the marine operations. This
trend has been addressed through an
intensive safety awareness campaign.
In order to improve the effectiveness of
the Occupational Health Department the
company embarked on a process of
outsourcing this service, which was
successfully

implemented

during

April 2007. No occupational diseases
have been reported for this financial
year.

Environmental
The mining operations are conducted in
accordance with the Environmental
Management Programme (“EMP”) as
approved by the Department of Minerals
and Energy (“DME”) in 1995. All efforts
are made to minimise the impact that

A further amount of R1.3 million has been received from
the DPE for the initiation of revegetation trials and
experimentation as elements of the EMP. The initiative will
commence during 2008 and involves both the
transplanting of suitable plants to disturbed sites, and the
seeding of disturbed sites with suitable species.
The historical rehabilitation responsibilities of the mine have
been identified, updated and captured in a database.
Rehabilitation methodologies for the identified sites have
been compiled and a cost estimate for their rehabilitation
determined by environmental consultants. Approval of the
methodologies proposed has been obtained in principle
from the DME. Further interactions with interested and
affected parties are planned for 2008, after which the
amendments to the current EMP will be submitted to the
DME for approval. The original estimate of the mine’s
rehabilitation liability based upon the above methodologies
was R193.3 million in 2005.

Asset Protection
Protection of the company’s assets in line with the strategic
objectives remains a priority for Alexkor. The company
acknowledges that illegal diamond trading is a reality. As
part of an industry-wide strategy to fight illegal diamond
trading, the company complies with the Kimberley
certification process.
The security services of the company have been outsourced
to an external service provider. The relevant security
requirements will be reviewed to ensure proper compliance
to the security needs of the company.

any mining activities may have on the
environment, and to manage any
disturbances that do occur in such a way
that the environmental liability of the
mine is minimised.
An amount of R4.8 million has been
received from the Department of Public
Enterprises (“DPE”) for the rehabilitation
of the Boegoeberg inselbergs which
were affected by wind-blown sand
plumes.

The

rehabilitation

work

completed to date has reduced sand
accumulation

on

the

inselbergs

significantly.
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NON-CORE
Operations

Alexander Bay Trading
(“ABT”)
ABT consists of the dairy, ostrich
farming, mariculture farming (oysters),
citrus farming, agricultural holdings as
well as fodder and feed mixing. The
guesthouse and airport business units
are reported as other non-core
businesses in order to align the business
activities of Alexkor more appropriately.
The overall strategy to exit ABT through
appropriate disposal has been severely
constrained due to the land claim as well
as the impact of such initiatives on the
out-of-court negotiations with the land
claimants. Alexkor therefore continued
to maintain the operations of ABT during
the financial year at a cost of
R6.5 million (2006: R4.1 million) in
support of the land claims negotiations,
but no expansion activities or additional
investments have been undertaken in
light of the overall strategy to eventually
exit these business activities.
Dairy
The dairy made a loss of R1.1 million
during 2007 compared to a loss of
R0.3 million during 2006. The strategy to
expand the dairy’s market to beyond the
borders
of
Namaqualand
was
successfully implemented with the
conclusion of a contract with a major
food services supplier in Oranjemund,
whilst still serving the Alexander Bay,
Port Nolloth and Kleinzee areas on a
regular basis. The operations of the dairy
have also been streamlined to account
for the production capacity according to
product demands in the above areas,
which reduced the need to produce
secondary dairy products such as
yoghurt and cheese which are less
economical to produce.
Ostriches
Ostrich farming remains the largest
contributor to ABT’s poor financial
performance with a loss of R3.1 million
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during 2007 compared to a loss of R1.7 million during
2006. As reported during the previous financial year, the
2007 financial year commenced with limited market activity
due to the outbreak of bird-flu in the Eastern Cape.
Although the company’s ostrich population was not
affected by this outbreak, the international market’s ban on
the export of ratite meat and related products negatively
affected Alexkor’s ability to sell its ostrich livestock and
related products.
The ostrich farming operation was only reregistered for
international export of ratite meat and related products
during March 2007 after improvements to the internal
control environment were effected in order to comply with
new local and international standards, bio-security
regulations and the Ostrich Protocol issued by the
Department of Agriculture. Limited ostrich and related
product sales took place during the financial year which,
coupled with increasing feeding costs, negatively impacted
on the annual results.
Mariculture
Mariculture made a loss of R0.8 million during 2007
compared to a loss of R1.9 million during 2006. A
turnaround strategy for the mariculture (oyster) operation
at Alexkor was developed to counter the continuous lossmaking trend. A due-diligence study was performed on the
Bamboes Dam in order to determine the economic viability
of restoring the dam to address the sedimentation problem.
The dam was subsequently decommissioned and all the
oysters in the dam have been written off due to disease and
microbiological infestations. Consideration was given to the
biological criteria critical to the survival and growth of
oysters, the availability and quality of the existing physical
infrastructure, and the financial implications.
Citrus
The citrus operations continued to operate at a loss, with a
loss of R0.4 million compared to R0.5 million in 2006. As
reported previously, the due-diligence study performed
indicated the operation was too small to yield positive
returns in light of its distance to the main markets. Alexkor
nevertheless continued to maintain the operations as part
of the strategy to sustain all ABT operations which will be
transferred to the Richtersveld Community.
Agricultural and Other Activities
This business unit made a loss of R1.1 million during 2007
compared to a loss of R0.3 million during 2006. The main
agricultural products produced by the company are maize
and lucerne. The bulk of the harvest is earmarked for
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internal consumption within the dairy
and ostrich businesses, with the
remaining amount of the harvest being
sold to external markets. The planting of
maize has been discontinued during the
financial year due to high input and
maintenance costs, given the financial
constraints facing the company. The
current lucerne crops are being
maintained in order to maintain the feed
requirements of the livestock whilst
maize is sourced externally.

Municipal Services
The net operating cost to maintain the
buildings, houses, municipal services and
related infrastructure of Alexander Bay
Town amounted to R8.0 million (2006:
R4.1 million). The process to proclaim
Alexander Bay as a town is progressing
well and the government has already set
aside an amount of R66 million (of which
R20.0 million has already been
transferred to the company during 2007)
for the establishment of the town in
order to transfer the municipal
infrastructure to the Richtersveld
Municipality. Alexkor will continue to
provide maintenance and municipal
services to the town until this process is
finalised.

Hospital
The hospital continued to operate at a
loss of R3.2 million during 2007
compared to R2.6 million during 2006.
The company discontinued providing
health-care services on 1 April 2007 and
donated its related movable assets to the
Northern Cape Provincial Government,
which will continue to provide healthcare service to the benefit of the
surrounding communities. The hospital
and clinic buildings are under the
management of Alexkor until the
buildings can be transferred in terms of
the Deed of Settlement.
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STRATEGIC
Outlook

The Board of Alexkor defined the
company’s strategic objectives in 2005,
with
emphasis
on
developing
turnaround plans to bring the company
into profitability on a sustainable basis.
The main strategic objectives were
aimed at retaining the company’s focus
on the core activity of diamond mining
through ABM whilst separating and
disposing of non-core activities which
included the hospital, the agricultural
business activities (ABT), municipal
services and other ancillary business
units.
Alexkor’s long-term business plan is
dependent on the development of a Lifeof-Mine (“LOM”) plan for the economic
exploitation of the company’s marine
and
land
diamond
resources,
commencing with the implementation
of a comprehensive exploration
programme to convert the current status
of the inferred resources into a measured
resource. The development of the LOM
plan is currently being considered as part
of the settlement framework contained
in the Deed of Settlement of the land
claims case.
The separation of non-core activities has
commenced during 2006 with the
transfer of the hospital to the Northern
Cape Provincial Government with effect
from 1 April 2007. Work is currently
under way for the upgrade of
infrastructure
in
Alexander
Bay
Township. This forms part of the process
of the establishment and subsequent
transfer of Alexander Bay Township to
the Richtersveld Municipality. The
transfer of ABT, a business unit which
has significant potential for the
development of economic activities that
could sustain the economy in the
region post-diamond mining, has also
commenced in line with the framework
set in the Deed of Settlement.
Alexkor acknowledges the upside
potential offered by the announced
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regional consolidation of mining activities within the
Namaqualand area, as this provides for optimum
exploitation of resources and realising synergies from
existing infrastructure. The exact details of the potential
benefits will be quantified in due course, as part of a due
diligence exercise necessary for the conclusion of the
consolidation process.
Alexkor expects to continue working on the turnaround
plans, and immediately implement the content of the Deed
of Settlement as soon as this is made an order of the court.
The Deed of Settlement will result in Alexkor securing funds
for the development of the much-needed LOM plan, which
forms the basis of the company’s long-term operational
plans.
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HUMAN Resources and
SOCIAL Development

largest employers in the region and makes a positive
contribution to the socio-economic climate in the region.
For the period under review, R47.9 million was expended
on permanent and fixed-term contract employees and
R67.1 million on marine and other contractors.

Despite the difficult trading and
economic conditions encountered
during the 2007 financial year, the
company
continued
with
its
commitment to sustain its mining
operations according to its vision which
is aimed at making a positive
contribution towards all its stakeholders,
specifically in relation to permanent and
contract employees and the community
at large. The main contributions are
related to:

The various business activities at Alexkor and employment
levels over the past two years are depicted in the following
table:
Alexkor’s business activities and employment levels
Division
ABM
ABT
Health services
Municipal services
Temporary
Marine contractors
Other contractors
Total

• supporting continued employment in
the region;
• skills development and employment
equity;
• making an effort to deal with the
HIV/AIDS pandemic;
• provision of health-care services to
the broader Richtersveld and
Namaqualand region; and

FY 06
264
106
27
33
26
1 117
277
1 850

FY 07
246
110
25
31
39
1 164
236
1 851

Current
228
89
22
21
62
663
241
1 326

The majority of employees working at Alexkor originate
from the greater Namaqualand region. This is of
significance in supporting the economic activities in the
region.

• supporting of small, medium and
microenterprises (“SMMEs”) and
provision of municipal services and
housing to residents of Alexander
Bay.

Employment Equity (“EE”)
Alexkor regards employment equity as a strategic priority
and monitors progress closely in this regard. Barriers within
policies, procedures and processes which impede on the
enhancement of EE and other goals have been eliminated.

Supported by its Human Resources
Department, the company continued to
implement its strategy related to
employment
equity
and
skills
development in line with the Joint
Initiative on Priority Skills Acquisition
(“JIPSA”) focusing on the development
of technical skills.

Alexkor’s target in terms of its five year EE Plan submitted
to the Department of Labour, stipulated that by 2008 at
least 40% of senior and middle management positions will
be occupied by historically disadvantaged individuals. As at
31 March 2007, 57% of senior management positions are
occupied by historically disadvantaged individuals. Further
to this, approximately 67% of professional positions are

Contribution to Employment
Alexkor continues to be one of the

Current employment equity statistics of Alexkor
Male
Occupational
level
Senior management
Professionally qualified
Skilled
Semi-skilled
Unskilled
Total

Number of
incumbents
7
9
65
201
78
360

Female

AM

CM

WM

IF

CF

1
1

1
2
23
133
43
202

3
3
31
19

1

56

1

1
1
3
28
27
60

7
8
17

WF

2
8
14
24

% of designated
group
57
67
52
91
100
84
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HUMAN Resources and
SOCIAL Development
(continued)
occupied by historically disadvantaged
individuals. Alexkor also exceeded its EE
target to have 10% of women in
management positions by 2008. As at
31 March 2007, 28% of senior
management positions are occupied by
females.
Development of talented people is
considered critical for the success of
Alexkor and we continue to present inhouse and external programmes to
ensure a pool of competent and
motivated employees at all levels.
Alexkor is currently participating in the
JIPSA project and to this end, training
and development programmes in the
technical fields were prioritised in line
with the aforementioned project. The
main focus is on training and
development of artisan-assistants into
qualified artisans to ensure continuity in
these critical skills disciplines. Alexkor
continued with its bursary programme
during the review period. Of the six
bursaries allocated, five were granted to
historically disadvantaged candidates
from the Richtersveld and the broader
Namaqualand region. In so doing,
Alexkor
will
ensure
employing
academically qualified candidates from
the local communities in mining-related
disciplines in future. ABET learners are in
various stages of progress ranging from
levels 2 to 4 in English, Mathematics and
Numeracy. A total of 9 learners have
enrolled for the ABET programme at
Alexkor.

HIV/AIDS
HIV/AIDS has a direct impact on Alexkor,
its workforce as well as the communities
within which it operates. The company
continues to support affected employees
by facilitating access to antiretrovirals. A
group of “Peer Educators” who have
been trained continue to assist the
company working together with the
community in creating awareness and
continuous education on HIV/AIDS. The
introduction and maintenance of a
management and health-care plan in
addition to an existing HIV/AIDS policy
was introduced and voluntary testing is
available and done on a regular basis.
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Alexkor views the contribution of “Peer Educators” as
significant in combating and preventing the spread of
HIV/AIDS.
Provision of Health Care and Municipal Services
Alexkor rendered medical services to both Alexander Bay
and the broader Namaqualand community through the
Alexander Bay Hospital which has since been transferred to
the Northern Cape Provincial Government with effect from
1 April 2007. In addition to this, Alexkor continued to
provide housing to all residents of Alexander Bay as well as
potable water to Alexander Bay and Port Nolloth.
Support of SMMEs
Alexkor set a target that procurement from historically
disadvantaged South Africans (HDSA) must be in excess of
25% over a three-year period starting 1 March 2004. For
the year ended 31 March 2007, Alexkor procured goods
and services from BEE companies which include mining
contractors and companies providing services such as
security, catering and maintenance. The spend on blackempowered and black-influenced companies amounted to
R139m representing 68% of total spending.
Alexkor continues to focus on female empowerment and
committed itself to the objectives of capacity building to
ensure meaningful female participation in the local and
mainstream economy. A women empowerment consortium
which has been granted a land mining contract at
Witvoorkop commenced operating during the 2007
financial year. The venture entails the mining of diamonds
on the banks of the Orange River and includes four
women-owned companies. This initiative is aimed at
developing the capacity of the women to independently
manage a mining operation and at the same time provide
financial support for themselves and their dependants. The
20 women shareholders, nine of whom are without
employment, have 53 dependants. Bulk sampling
operations commenced in October 2006, and as of
31 March 2007, this operation has generated an income of
approximately R437 000 attributable to the women
empowerment group. A payout of R245 670 has been
made to the different groups and this should assist in the
alleviation of poverty amongst marginalised females. In
order to sustain this operation, Alexkor has established a
trust for the Witvoorkop Project. The balance of the
generated income is retained in the Trust to ensure
sustainability of the project and further capacity building.
This project is expected to continue operating throughout
the 2008 financial year.
Further initiatives to ensure female participation in the local
economy include female equity ownership in shallow water
and land mining concessions which accounts for
approximately 18% of the shareholding in these contracts.
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CORPORATE
Governance Report

In the past financial year Alexkor
commenced to develop and improve on
its corporate governance framework
guided by the Public Finance
Management Act (“PFMA”), the
Companies Act, the King II Report and
international best practices on corporate
governance. An internal governance
audit was completed by the company,
identifying gaps in the corporate
governance framework, and the
company
implemented
a
legal
compliance programme which focuses
on integrating governance and
accountability
throughout
the
organisation.

Shareholding
Alexkor remains a state-owned
enterprise with 100% shareholding by
the Government of South Africa, with
the Minister of the Department of Public
Enterprises being the executive authority.

Alexkor Board of Directors
The incumbent Board was appointed on
1 November 2004 for a two-year term
which expired on 1 November 2006 and
was extended by the shareholder until
31 March 2007. A new Board was
appointed by the shareholder on
1 June 2007, comprising a new nonexecutive chairperson and three new
non-executive directors, for a term of
three years. In selecting the new Board,
the shareholder ensured that the
candidates had the requisite skills and
experience to perform under the
challenging circumstances currently
facing the company.

Responsibilities of the Board
The Alexkor Board of Directors operates and performs its
governing role of the company within the national
legislative and policy frameworks and the company’s
constitutive documents.
The Board fulfils its strategic role by providing the executive
management with clear strategic direction which is
documented in the company’s Strategic Plan and Corporate
Plan. The executive management is tasked with
implementing the Plans in accordance with the directives of
the Board.
The Board ensures that it effectively monitors all managerial
and company decisions and transactions by receiving
monthly and quarterly reports detailing all significant
operational, risk, financial and non-financial occurrences.
Active monitoring is also facilitated through regular Board
and sub-committee meetings. Details of the number of
board meetings and attendances are contained in the table
below.
The company’s delegation of authority policy allows the
Board to retain certain material decision-making powers to
itself. The company is currently reviewing this policy to
establish strict compliance in the day-to-day operations of
the company.
In addition to the monitoring of operational performance,
the Board also monitors the performance of management
through the Remuneration Committee. A formal
performance evaluation process for individual directors and
the Board collectively will be tabled to the Remuneration
Committee and thereafter to the Board for approval. All
new directors are made familiar with their duties,
obligations and liabilities and with the internal workings of
the company through an induction programme.

Schedule of attendance at board meetings
Director

26-May-06 28-Jul-06

05-Oct-06 29-Jan-07 26-Feb-07 16-Mar-07

Mr N Moloi

✓

✓

✓

Apology

✓

✓

Mr M Mdaka

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Mr M van Zyl

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Apology

Mr J van Deventer

✓

✓

✓

✓

Apology

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Ms V Mahlati

Apology

✓

✓

✓

✓

Apology

Dr T Abrahamse

Apology

✓

Apology

✓

✓

✓

Mr Z R Coetzee
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CORPORATE
Governance Report
(continued)
A procedure documenting the process of
allowing directors to obtain the
appropriate professional advice and
training will be decided by the Board. At
present the directors can consult with
external advisers on matters affecting
their obligation and decisions at the
company’s expense.
Alexkor has taken out and pays on
behalf of its directors the premiums on
insurance cover for any liability, loss or
damage sustained by the company in the
normal course of the exercise of the
duties of its directors. Liability, loss or
damage arising from fraud, recklessness
or gross negligence is according to law
excluded.
The Board is committed to operating
within the highest standards of
professional ethics by ensuring that all
material or potential conflicts of interests
between a director and the company are
recorded and addressed according to the
provisions of the Companies Act.

Board Sub-committees
The Board has appointed the following
sub-committees:
ABM and ABT Committees;
Audit and Risk Committee;
Remuneration Committee;
Rehabilitation Committee;
Rehabilitation Trust Fund Committee;
and
Tender Committee

ABM Sub-committee
• Mr N Moloi (Chair of committee)
• Mr M E Mdaka (CEO)
• Mr J van Deventer (Non-executive director)
• Ms V Mahlati (Non-executive director)
These committees co-ordinate and monitor the effective
use of resources to achieve the company’s aims.
Audit and Risk Committee
The Audit and Risk Committee has been established in
accordance with the guidelines in the King Report and
comprises one non-executive director and two independent
committee members. The committee, which is chaired by
an independent member, reports to the Board. The Audit
and Risk Committee, in keeping with its duties contained in
the King Report and PFMA, recommended the
appointment of Alexkor’s new external auditors to be
PricewaterhouseCoopers, who were duly appointed by the
Board during the financial year after obtaining shareholder
approval. This committee also reviewed a Risk Management
Policy, continued to monitor the role of the Internal Audit
and approved the Annual Financial Statements during the
year under review. The Internal Audit Function examines,
evaluates and reports to the Audit and Risk Committee on
operational and financial systems and adherence to
procedures. Both the external and internal auditors have
unrestricted access to the Audit and Risk Committee.
Members and attendance at Audit and Risk Committee
meetings for the period under review appear in the table
below:
Director

25-May-06 26-Jul-07 26-Feb-07

Mr R Muzariri

✓

ABM and ABT Committees

Mr J van Deventer

These committees
following members:

Mr X Motswai
Mr M Mdaka

comprise

the

✓

✓

✓

✓

Apology

✓

Apology

✓

✓

✓

✓

ABT Sub-committee
• Mr N Moloi (Chair of committee)
• Mr M E Mdaka (CEO)
• Mr Z R Coetzee (Non-executive
director)
• Dr T Abrahamse (Non-executive
director)
• Mr M van Zyl (Non-executive director)
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Remuneration Committee
The Remuneration Committee consists of three nonexecutive directors of the Board, one of whom is appointed
as the chairperson of the committee. The Remuneration
Committee reports to the Board.
During the year under review, the shareholder issued draft
Remuneration Guidelines on the remuneration of the
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Chairperson, the Chief Executive Officer,
non-executive and executive directors
of state-owned enterprises. These
guidelines were tabled to Alexkor’s
Remuneration Committee and were
adopted by the Board. The current
remuneration structure of the Board is
based on these guidelines. The table
below depicts members and attendance
at Remuneration Committee meetings.
Director

15-May-06 29-Jan-07
✓

✓

Mr M van Zyl

Apology

✓

Mr V Mahlati

✓

Apology

Mr M Mdaka

✓

✓

Mr Z R Coetzee

Rehabilitation Committee and
Rehabilitation Trust Fund Committee
The Rehabilitation Committee comprises
the following members:
• Dr T Abrahamse (Chair of Committee)
• Mr Z R Coetzee (Non-executive
director)
• Mr M E Mdaka
The function of this committee is to
review and implement Alexkor’s
Environmental Policy and to administer
its Rehabilitation Trust Fund.

Shareholder/Stakeholder Communication
The shareholder is well informed on all significant business
activities of the company through the CEO and
Chairperson’s Forums, regular meetings with the
shareholder and comprehensive reports. In this way, the
shareholder is able to monitor the performance of the
company and the activities of the Board.
The company also consults and communicates with all
other stakeholders, including the regional and national
political structures, the elected unions and the local
communities, on company decisions affecting the political
or social environment.

Company Secretary
The company secretary was appointed by the Board on
10 July 2006 and in accordance with the King Report, the
company secretary is independent and empowered to
perform her function in that she reports directly to the
Chief Executive Officer and the Chairperson. The company
secretary ensures company adherence to all legislative and
regulatory requirements by regularly updating the Board
and the company of all pertinent changes to the legislative
environment. She is also tasked with the promulgation of
good corporate governance and ethics to all levels of the
company. In addition to her corporate administrative
functions, the company secretary provides the Board with
practical support and provides new directors with the
appropriate induction and access to specifically required
training programmes. She also satisfies the Board that its
resolutions are properly communicated and implemented.

Tender Committee
The Tender Committee comprises the
following members:
• Mr N Moloi (Chair of committee)
• Mr M E Mdaka (CEO)
• Mr M van Zyl (Non-executive
director)
Depending on the expertise, skill and
knowledge required to adjudicate on a
specific
tender,
members
of
management are nominated to join the
committee on an ad hoc basis.
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ANNUAL FINANCIAL
Statements
for the year ended 31 March 2007
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APPROVAL AND
Statement of Responsibility

Directors’ Statement
The Board is responsible for the
preparation,
integrity
and
fair
presentation of the financial statements
of Alexkor Limited. The financial
statements, presented on pages 24 to
54, have been prepared in accordance
with International Financial Reporting
Standards, and include amounts based
on judgements and estimates made by
management.
The Board also reviewed the other
information included in the annual
report and is responsible for both its
accuracy and its consistency with the
financial statements. The going concern
basis has been adopted in preparation of
the financial statements. The Board has
no reason to believe that the company
will not be a going concern in the
foreseeable future based on forecasts,

available resources and the continued financial support of
the shareholder, the Department of Public Enterprises. The
ability of the company is supported by the financial
statements.
The financial statements have been audited by the
independent accounting firm, PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc.
which was given unrestricted access to all financial records
and related data, including minutes of all meetings of
shareholders, the Board or directors and committees of the
Board. The Board believes that all representations made to
the independent auditors during their audit were valid and
appropriate. PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc’s audit report is
presented on pages 22 and 23.
The financial statements were approved by the board of
directors on 16 August 2007 and are signed on its behalf by:

K McClain
Chairperson

M E Mdaka
Chief Executive Officer

STATEMENT BY THE
Company Secretary
I, the undersigned, in my capacity as company
secretary do hereby confirm that for the financial
year ended 31 March 2007, Alexkor Limited has
lodged with the Registrar of Companies all such
returns as are required in terms of the Companies
Act (Act No. 61 of 1973), as amended, and that
to the best of my knowledge such returns are
true, correct and up to date.

C Singh
Company Secretary
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
to the Minister of Public Enterprises

Report on the Financial
Statements
We have audited the annual financial
statements of Alexkor Limited, which
comprise the directors’ report, the
balance sheet as at 31 March 2007, and
the income statement, statement of
changes in equity and the cash flow
statement for the year then ended, and
a summary of significant accounting
policies and other explanatory notes, as
set out on pages 24 to 54.
Directors’ Responsibility for the
Financial Statements
The company’s directors are responsible
for the preparation and fair presentation
of these financial statements in
accordance with International Financial
Reporting Standards and in the manner
required by the Companies Act of South
Africa and the Public Finance
Management Act, 1999 (Act No. 1 of
1999) (PFMA). This responsibility
includes: designing, implementing and
maintaining internal control relevant to
the preparation and fair presentation of
financial statements that are free from
material misstatement, whether due to
fraud or error; selecting and applying
appropriate accounting policies; and
making accounting estimates that are
reasonable in the circumstances.
Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an
opinion on these financial statements
based on our audit. We conducted our
audit in accordance with International
Standards on Auditing and General
Notice 645 of 2007, issued in
Government Gazette No. 29919 of 25
May 2007. Those standards require that
we comply with ethical requirements
and plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance whether the
financial statements are free from
material misstatement.
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An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit
evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements. The procedures selected depend on the
auditor’s judgement, including the assessment of the risks
of material misstatement of the financial statements,
whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk
assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant
to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the
financial statements in order to design audit procedures
that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the
purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of
the entity’s internal control. An audit also includes
evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used
and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation
of the financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is
sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit
opinion.
Opinion
In our opinion the financial statements present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of Alexkor Limited
as of 31 March 2007, and its financial performance and its
cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with
International Financial Reporting Standards and in the
manner required by the Companies Act of South Africa and
the PFMA.
Emphasis of Matter
Without qualifying our opinion, we draw attention to the
Going Concern paragraph in the Director’s report on page
26 of the annual report, which indicates that Alexkor is
dependent on continued financial assistance from
Government in the foreseeable future to fund its
operations and cash requirements. This situation indicates
the existence of a material uncertainty which may cast
significant doubt on the company's ability to continue as a
going concern. The company therefore may not be able to
realise its assets and discharge its liabilities in the normal
course of business.

Report on Other Legal and Regulatory
Requirements
Reporting on Performance Information
We have performed procedures of an audit nature on the
performance information of Alexkor Limited.
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Directors’ Responsibility for the
Performance Information

the Richtersveld Community, who successfully instituted a
land claim against Alexkor Limited and the State in 2003.

The company’s directors have additional
responsibilities as required by section
55(2)(a) of the PFMA to ensure that the
annual report and audited financial
statements
fairly
present
the
performance against predetermined
objectives of the public entity.

As a result, no shareholder’s compact was signed and the
company did not report on performance information and
other criteria as required by section 55(2) of the PFMA.

Auditor’s Responsibility
We conducted our engagement in
accordance with section 13 of the Public
Audit Act, 2004 (Act No. 25 of 2004)
read with General Notice 646 of 2007,
issued in Government Gazette No.
29919 of 25 May 2007.

PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc
Director: JFM Kotzé
Registered Auditor
2 Eglin Road, Sunninghill
16 August 2007

In terms of the foregoing our
engagement
entailed
performing
procedures of an audit nature to obtain
an understanding of the internal controls
relating to performance information,
including the related systems, processes
and procedures. Our procedures
included conducting limited substantive
procedures on the performance
information. The procedures selected
depend on the auditor’s judgement.
We believe that the evidence we have
obtained provides a basis for reporting
material shortcomings in the process,
systems and procedures of reporting
against predetermined objectives that
may come to our attention during the
performance of our engagement and
that may impact on the public interest, in
the findings below:
Findings
The achievement of operational targets
as set out in the corporate plan for 2007
was subject to the implementation of a
major recapitalisation plan. The
recapitalisation
plan
was
not
implemented as no funds were made
available because of the ongoing
negotiations to settle a land claim with
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DIRECTORS’
Report

The Board of Directors has pleasure in
presenting its report, which forms part of
the audited financial statements of the
company, for the financial year ended
31 March 2007. This report and the
audited financial statements comply
with the requirements of the Public
Finance Management Act (Act No. 1 of
1999). In promoting the concepts of
corporate governance, the directors
have included additional information
about
the
company’s
strategic
objectives.

Background
Alexkor came into being in 1928 as
“Staats Alluviale Delwerye”. This name
remained the same until 1 May 1989
when the mine became commercialised
and changed its name to the Alexander
Bay Development Corporation. This
structure remained in place until
November 1992 when the corporation
became a limited company. The
Government of the Republic of South
Africa, through the Minister of the
Department of Public Enterprises, holds
all shares in the company.

Nature of Business
The main business of the company is the
economic exploitation of diamonds and
associated support elements. Its ancillary
business includes diversified agricultural
and maricultural operations as well as
commercial services to the local and
surrounding communities.

Board of Directors
Alexkor’s Board of directors comprises six
non-executive directors and one
executive director. The Board meets at
least quarterly and retains full and
effective control over the company’s
business and monitors executive
management through a structured
approach
to
reporting
and
accountability.
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All directors receive regular information about the company
in order to equip them to actively participate in Board
meetings. Members of the Board also have access to
management and the company secretary for any further
information they require. None of the current directors
have any interest in the share capital of the company, or any
contracts entered into by the company, as disclosed by the
statutory records of the company and representations made
to the company.
Additional details of the Board’s sub-committees, directors’
membership to the sub-committees and schedule of
attendance at Board meetings are contained in the
Corporate Governance section of the annual report.
Disclosure of remuneration in terms of section 55 of the
PFMA and Treasury Regulation 28.1.1 is provided in
Annexure A on page 55.

Share Capital
There has been no change in the authorised and issued
shares for the period under review. Details of the
authorised and issued share capital are disclosed in note 8
of the financial statements.

Shareholder
The Government of the Republic of South Africa, through
the Minister of the Department of Public Enterprises, is the
sole shareholder.

Financial Results
The annual financial statements on pages 24 to 54 reflect
the financial performance, position and cash flow results of
the company’s operations for the year ended 31 March
2007. The comparative financial performance, position and
cash flow have been restated in certain cases in line with
International Financial Reporting Standards.
The 2007 Corporate Plan highlighted a number of
initiatives to improve production levels on land as well as
marine mining activities. These initiatives included, inter
alia:
• a three-shift land mining configuration;
• replacement of old and ailing land mining equipment;
• an immediate exploration programme to identify
economical mining reserves in order to develop an
appropriate mining plan;
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• introducing
remote
mining
techniques for shallow- to mid-water
marine operations through contract
assignments; and
• initiating a dredger project in support
of mid- to deep-water marine
operations.
In addition, a funding programme was
developed in support of the initiatives
and submitted to the shareholder as part
of the Medium-term Expenditure
Framework process in the form of
recapitalisation. However, due to the
uncertainties relating to the Richtersveld
Community
land
claims
case,
recapitalisation has not yet been
effected.
Although land mining carat production
showed major improvements from
previous
periods
due
to
the
implementation of the three-shift mining
configuration, these improvements were
not sufficient to offset the impact of the
reduction in sea days, which negatively
impacted marine carat production. The
low carat production and high fixed
costs related to land mining activities
resulted in an operating loss of
R27.3 million (2006: R209.7 million),
which diminished the operating cash
reserves. The operating loss was partially
offset by government, through the
Department of Public Enterprises’
financial support to the amount of
R32.9 million in order to ensure the
company continues as a going concern
during the 2006/07 financial year.
The company continued to develop and
implement cost-cutting strategies, which
included an internal audit on the
eligibility of members receiving the postretirement medical aid benefits as well as
changing the medical aid scheme during
the year. The shift to another medical aid
scheme resulted in monthly savings in
contributions and the net effect of the
above resulted in a R39.6 million
actuarial gain in the post-retirement
medical aid obligation.

Dividends
No dividends have been paid, proposed or declared during
the period under review.

Changes in Accounting Policies
IFRIC 5 – Rights to Interests Arising from Decommissioning,
Restoration and Environmental Rehabilitation Funds,
effective for financial years beginning on or after 1 January
2006, has been applied with effect to the current year. This
statement prevents offsetting any rehabilitation trust assets
against a rehabilitation liability. The value of Alexkor’s
interest in the rehabilitation fund is therefore disclosed
separately from the liability and comparative financial
information has been restated in accordance with IAS 8 –
Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and
Errors. Further details of the effect of IFRIC 5 are provided
in notes 3 and 10 to the annual financial statements.

Borrowings
In terms of the company’s Articles of Association, the
company’s borrowing powers shall be determined by the
directors at their discretion from time to time, but shall not
exceed an amount equal to the total issued share capital
plus reserves.

Internal Control
The Board is responsible for the company’s system of
internal financial control. These are designed to provide
reasonable, but not absolute, assurance as to the reliability
of the financial statements, and to adequately safeguard,
verify and maintain accountability of assets, and to prevent
and detect misstatements and losses.
The internal audit function is outsourced and provides an
independent appraisal function designed to examine and
evaluate the company’s activities. In particular, internal
audit is charged with examining and evaluating the
effectiveness of the company’s operational activities in light
of the attendant business risks and the system of internal
operational and financial controls. Any major weaknesses
detected are brought to the attention of the Audit and Risk
Committee, the external auditors and management for
their consideration and remedial action.

Shareholder’s Compact
No shareholder’s compact has been signed between the
Board and the Executive Authority for the period under
review as the achievement of the operational targets as per
the 2007 Corporate Plan were subject to a major
recapitalisation programme which was, and still is not
effected due to the land claims case. The performance
information and other criteria as required by section 55(2)
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DIRECTORS’
Report (continued)

of the PFMA have therefore not been
included in this report.

which stipulated in-principle agreements on the nature and
extent of the intended restitution.

Litigation Statement

The parties signed a formal and binding Deed of Settlement
on 22 April 2007. At the time of compiling this report, a
court date has not yet been secured, whereby the parties
will present the Land Claims Court with the Deed of
Settlement to be made an order of court. The impact on the
company’s results for the year ended 31 March 2007 is
provided below as an event after balance sheet date.

Nabera
The company is defending a claim by
Nabera Mining, a company previously
engaged by the shareholder to run the
operations of the company. The amount
of the value added by Nabera Mining in
terms of the management agreement is
disputed by the company. In consultation
with the company’s legal representatives,
no provision has been made in the
financial statements for the above
possible liability.
Ruslyn
Ruslyn Mining and Plant Hire (Pty) Ltd
laid a claim against Alexkor for an
alleged breach of agreement entered
into for screening of dump material in
2002. Alexkor, on the advice of Counsel,
is defending the claim and also laid a
counterclaim of R18 million against
Ruslyn for damages suffered from
unlawful termination of the contract.
Land Claim – Richtersveld
Community
As previously reported, the Richtersveld
Community has successfully instituted a
land claim against Alexkor and the
Government of the Republic of South
Africa in respect of the subject land
which is currently owned by Alexkor. On
14 October 2003, the Constitutional
Court held that the community is
entitled to restitution of the land. The
matter was then referred back to the
Land Claims Court to determine what
form restitution should take. Restitution
can take the form of restoration (i.e. the
return) of the land, or equitable redress
or a combination of both.
In order to determine restitution, the
Land Claims Court has heard evidence
over April/May 2005 as well as
October/November 2005, whereafter
the parties decided to enter into
settlement negotiations. The parties
had signed a Memorandum of
Understanding on 29 October 2006,
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Environmental Matters
As stated in the Corporate Governance section of the
annual report, environmental matters are overseen by an
environmental sub-committee of the Board. The
Environmental Committee continuously reviews the
environmental aspects and policies of the company and
recommends mitigating strategies and activities to limit the
impact of mining operations on the environment as well as
to actively address historical damage.
A study conducted by an independent environmental
management consultant estimates the gross liability to
amount to R193.3 million at the end of the 2005 financial
year and has been escalated to R213.4 million as at
31 March 2007. The company makes monthly
contributions towards a duly registered Rehabilitation Trust
and the funds held in trust amounted to R18.4 million as at
31 March 2007 (2006: R14.7 million), resulting in an
unfunded rehabilitation liability of R195 million (2006:
R178.8 million). Further details with regard to the
rehabilitation liability are provided in note 10 to the annual
financial statements.
The company is in the process of updating its
Environmental Management Programme for further
submission to the Department of Minerals and Energy
(“DME”) for approval. Subsequent to the DME’s approval,
monthly contributions to the Environmental Rehabilitation
Trust Fund will be adjusted accordingly and necessary
guarantees provided.

Going Concern
In its submission of the 2007/08 Corporate Plan, the Board
took cognisance of the ongoing land claims case and the
impact thereof on the recapitalisation programme. The
company developed a restructuring plan to address the
loss-making activities entailing the discontinuation of
Alexander Bay Trading’s operations and placing land mining
on care and maintenance. However, the Board postponed
the implementation of the restructuring plan indefinitely
due to the negative impact it would have had on the
ongoing negotiations with the land claimants at that time.
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Government, through the Department
of Public Enterprise has made a
commitment to provide financial support
to Alexkor during the establishment of
the Pooling and Sharing Joint Venture.
The financial statements have therefore
been prepared on the going concern
basis, since the Board has every reason
to believe that the company will have
adequate resources in place to continue
with operations for the foreseeable
future.

Events After Balance Sheet
Date
Discontinued Operations
The company discontinued its healthcare services on 1 April 2007 and
donated its related movable assets to the
Northern Cape Provincial Government.
The provincial government continues to
provide the health-care service to the
benefit of the surrounding communities.
The hospital and clinic buildings remain
Alexkor’s assets until the buildings can
be transferred in terms of the Deed of
Settlement described below.
Deed of Settlement – Land claim
Richtersveld Community
As mentioned above, the Deed of
Settlement signed after the balance
sheet date formalised the in-principle
agreements reached between the parties
regarding the nature and extent of the
intended land claims restitution. The
salient features of the Settlement
Agreement are as follows:
• all land and buildings subject to the
land claim will be transferred to
the Northern Cape Provincial
Government;
• all movable farming and maricultural
assets will be transferred to the
Richtersveld Community;
• certain erven and erected buildings
within the to-be-established township
of Alexander Bay will be transferred
to the Richtersveld Community,
various social institutions and
government authorities;

• land mining rights will be transferred to the Richtersveld
Community, whilst the company will retain its marine
mining rights.
Alexkor will retain its marine mining rights and remaining
mining assets and marine mining rights and these assets
will be pledged to a Pooling and Sharing Joint Venture with
the Richtersveld Community until the said venture is
dissolved.
Impairment of Assets
The Deed of Settlement has a major impact on the nature
and extent of the recoverable amount of the property,
plant, equipment and inventories. The carrying values
presented during the 2005/06 financial year were based on
fair values, which were primarily determined by market
values at the time. Although the Restitution Act allows for
an entity to be compensated for the value of the assets
disposed of as a result of a successful land claim, an entity
will only be compensated for assets actually procured and
purchased. As certain land, buildings and plants were
transferred to the company free of charge during its
corporatisation in 1992, the value of these assets (excluding
subsequent improvements, gains and additions) will not be
compensated by the Land Claims Commissioner.
The Board is therefore compelled to impair the assets of the
company to such fair values as considered appropriate
compensation in terms of the Restitution Act.

Public Finance Management Act
Except for the matters noted above, no other material noncompliance to the Public Finance Management Act has
been identified and/or reported.

Auditors
PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc. were appointed as auditors
for the year ended 31 March 2007 in accordance with
Section 270(2) of the Companies Act.

Company Secretary
Cheryl Singh was appointed company secretary on
10 July 2006 and will continue in the position. The contact
details of the company secretary are available on the inside
back cover.

K McClain
Chairperson

M E Mdaka
Chief Executive Officer
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BALANCE
Sheet
as at 31 March 2007

Notes

2007
R

Restated
2006
R

223 579 627

473 812 613

2
5
10

203 525 906
1 703 100
18 350 621

457 340 674
1 816 800
14 655 139

111 658 927

65 247 242

6
7
18.2

17 059 688
16 588 805
78 010 434

23 393 244
6 274 249
35 579 749

1 500 000

2 500 000

4

1 500 000

2 500 000

TOTAL ASSETS

336 738 554

541 559 855

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Capital and reserves

(32 978 782)

221 825 560

50 000 000
(253 793 673)
170 814 891

50 000 000
(234 699 484)
406 525 044

ASSETS
Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment
Biological assets
Cash held in rehabilitation trust
Current assets
Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Non-current assets classified as held for sale
Diamond boats

Share capital
Accumulated loss
Revaluation reserve

8

Non-current liabilities
Retirement benefit obligations
Environmental rehabilitation liability

9
10

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Other liabilities
TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

28

11
12

287 102 266

301 456 419

73 737 000
213 365 266

108 007 000
193 449 419

82 615 070

18 277 876

31 081 659
51 533 411

13 344 283
4 933 593

336 738 554

541 559 855
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INCOME
Statement
for the year ended 31 March 2007

Notes
Revenue
Cost of sales

2007
R

Restated
2006
R

133 657 847
(156 390 750)

154 758 244
(143 485 302)
11 272 942
(51 444 846)
(273 594)
6 334 242
(15 667 673)
(159 877 283)

Gross operating (loss)/profit
Administration expenses and other operating costs
Loss on disposal of assets
Other income
Provision for retirement benefit obligations
Provision for environmental rehabilitation liability

13
9
10

(22 732 903)
(52 819 128)
–
37 600 186
30 550 575
(19 915 847)

Operating loss
Investment income
Finance costs

14
15
16

(27 317 117)
4 456 459
(12 315)

(209 656 212)
4 134 317
(12 977)

Net loss before taxation
Taxation

17

(22 872 973)
3 778 784

(205 534 872)
–

(19 094 189)

(205 534 872)

Net loss after taxation
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STATEMENT OF
Changes in Equity
for the year ended 31 March 2007

Share
capital
R

Accumulated
loss
R

Revaluation
reserve
R

Total
R

Balance as at 1 April 2005
Restatement of fixed assets

50 000 000
–

(29 164 612)
–

409 323 021
247 918

430 158 409
247 918

Restated opening balance as at
1 April 2005
Net loss for the year
Restatement of fixed assets

50 000 000
–
–

(29 164 612)
(205 534 872)
–

409 570 939
–
(3 045 895)

430 406 327
(205 534 872)
(3 045 895)

50 000 000
–

(234 699 484)
(19 094 189)

406 525 044
–

221 825 560
(19 094 189)

–

–

(235 710 153)

(235 710 153)

170 814 891

(32 978 782)

Restated closing balance as at
31 March 2006
Net loss for the year
Fair value adjustments on
property, plant and equipment
and non-current assets classified
as held for sale
Balance as at 31 March 2007
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50 000 000

(253 793 673)
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CASH FLOW
Statement
for the year ended 31 March 2007

Notes
Cash flows from operating activities
Cash flow from operating activities
Interest received
Interest paid
Taxation received
Net cash generated by operating activities

18.1

2007
R

Restated
2006
R

(7 068 466)
4 456 459
(12 315)
3 778 784

(11 157 677)
4 134 317
(12 977)
–

1 154 462

(7 036 337)

Cash flows from investing activities
Replacement of property, plant and equipment
Proceeds on disposal of property, plant and equipment
Expenses to dispose of assets
Contribution to the rehabilitation trust fund

(1 253 853)
–
–
(3 695 482)

(5 828
164
(438
(3 375

Net cash utilised in investing activities

(4 949 335)

(9 477 221)

Cash flows from financing activities

–

323)
500
094)
304)

–

Net decrease in unrestricted cash and cash equivalents
Unrestricted cash and cash equivalents at the
beginning of the year

(3 794 873)

(16 513 558)

25 456 288

41 969 846

Unrestricted cash and cash equivalents at the
end of the year

21 661 415

25 456 288

10 123 461

9 580 049

Movements in restricted cash and cash equivalents
Restricted cash and cash equivalents at the
beginning of the year
Movements for the year
Legal funds (expenses net of interest earned)
Government funds (monies received including
interest earned)
Restricted cash and cash equivalents at the
end of the year

(2 572 723)

543 412

48 798 281

–

56 349 019

10 123 461
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NOTES TO THE
Annual Financial Statements
for the year ended 31 March 2007

1. Principle accounting
policies
1.1 Basis of preparation
The financial statements have been
prepared on the historical cost
basis, except for land and buildings,
property, plant and equipment,
non-current assets held for sale and
biological assets that have been
valued at fair value. The financial
statements are prepared in
accordance with International
Financial Reporting Standards
(“IFRS”)
and
interpretations
effective at 31 March 2007 and the
Public Finance Management Act.
The accounting policies are
consistent with those of the
previous financial year, except for
the following amendments and
interpretations that were adopted
for the annual period beginning
1 April 2006:
Standards, interpretations and
amendments effective in 2007
The
following
standards,
amendments and interpretations
are mandatory for the company’s
accounting
period
ending
31 March 2007. None of these
standards had a material impact on
the company.
(i)

IFRS 6 - Exploration for and
Evaluation
of
Mineral
Resources (effective from
1 January 2006)
The standard specifies the
financial reporting for the
exploration for and evaluation
of mineral resources. It permits
an entity to develop an
accounting
policy
for
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exploration and evaluation assets without
specifically considering the requirements of
paragraphs 11 and 12 of IAS 8. Thus, an entity
adopting IFRS 6 may continue to use the
accounting policies applied immediately before
adopting the standard. This includes continuing
to use recognition and measurement practices
that are part of those accounting policies. The
standard requires entities recognising exploration
and evaluation assets to perform an impairment
test on those assets when facts and circumstances
suggest that the carrying amount of the assets
may exceed their recoverable amount. The
standard also varies the recognition of
impairment from that in IAS 36 but measures the
impairment in accordance with that standard
once the impairment is identified.
(ii) IFRS 1 (Amendment) – First-time Adoption of
International Financial Reporting Standards
and IFRS 6 (Amendment) – Exploration for
and Evaluation of Mineral Resources
(effective from 1 January 2006)
If an entity adopts IFRS 1 (AC 138) before
1 January 2006, it need not restate its
comparative figures for the effect of IFRS 6
(AC 143).
(iii) IAS 19 (Amendment) – Employee Benefits
(effective from 1 January 2006)
This amendment introduces the option of an
alternative recognition approach for actuarial
gains and losses. It may impose additional
recognition requirements for multi-employer
plans where insufficient information is available to
apply defined benefit accounting. It also adds
new disclosure requirements.
(iv) IAS 21 (Amendment) – Net Investment in a
Foreign Operation (effective from 1 January
2006)
This amendment clarifies that when a monetary
item forms part of a reporting entity’s net
investment in a foreign operation and is
denominated in the functional currency of the
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reporting entity, an exchange
difference arises in the foreign
operation’s individual financial
statements in accordance with
IAS 21. If such an item is
denominated in the functional
currency of the foreign
operation,
an
exchange
difference arises in the
reporting entity’s separate
financial statements. If such an
item is denominated in a
currency other than the
functional currency of either
the reporting entity or the
foreign
operation,
an
exchange difference arises in
the reporting entity’s separate
financial statements and in the
foreign operation’s individual
financial statements. Such
exchange differences are
reclassified to the separate
component of equity in the
financial statements that
include the foreign operation
and the reporting entity (i.e.
financial statements in which
the foreign operation is
consolidated, proportionately
consolidated or accounted for
using the equity method).

measured at the higher of (a) the unamortised
balance of the related fees received and deferred,
and (b) the expenditure required to settle the
commitment at the balance sheet date.
(vi) IFRIC Interpretation 4 – Determining
Whether an Arrangement Contains a Lease
(effective from 1 January 2006)
IFRIC 4 applies to situations where an entity
enters into an arrangement, comprising a
transaction or a series of related transactions, that
does not take the legal form of a lease but
conveys a right to use an asset (e.g. an item of
property, plant or equipment) in return for a
payment or series of payments. The IFRIC
proposes that these contracts be treated as leases
in accordance with IAS 17.
(vii) IFRIC Interpretation 5 – Rights to Interests
Arising from Decommissioning, Restoration
and Environmental Rehabilitation Funds
(effective from 1 January 2006)
The purpose of decommissioning funds is to
segregate assets to fund some or all of the costs
of decommissioning plant and equipment, or in
undertaking environmental rehabilitation. The
contributor shall recognise its obligation to pay
decommissioning costs as a liability and recognise
its interest in the fund separately unless the
contributor is not liable to pay decommissioning
costs even if the fund fails to pay. The contributor
shall determine whether it has control, joint
control or significant influence over the fund by
reference to IAS 27, IAS 28, IAS 31 and SIC 12. If
it does, the contributor shall account for its
interest in the fund in accordance with those
standards.

(v) IAS
39
and
IFRS
4
(Amendments) – Financial
Guarantee
Contracts
(effective from 1 January
2006)
This amendment requires
issued financial guarantees,
other than those previously
asserted by the entity to be
insurance contracts, to be
initially recognised at their fair
value,
and
subsequently

The following amendments and interpretations to
standards are currently not relevant to the company’s
operations:
(i)

IAS 39 (Amendment) – Cash Flow Hedge
Accounting of Forecast Intragroup Transactions
(effective from 1 January 2006)
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NOTES TO THE
Annual Financial Statements (continued)
for the year ended 31 March 2007

(ii) IAS 39 (Amendment) – The Fair
Value Option (effective from
1 January 2006)

quantitative information about exposure to risks

(iii) IFRIC Interpretation 6 –
Liabilities
Arising
from
Participating in a Specific
Market – Waste Electrical and
Electronic Equipment (effective
from 1 January 2006)

liquidity risk and market risk, including sensitivity

(iv) IFRIC Interpretation 7 –
Applying the Restatement
Approach under IAS 29,
Financial
Reporting
in
Hyperinflationary Economies
(effective from 1 March 2006)

specified minimum disclosures about credit risk,
analysis to market risk. It replaces IAS 30 –
Disclosures in the Financial Statements of Banks
and Similar Financial Institutions, and disclosure
requirements in IAS 32 – Financial Instruments:
Disclosure and Presentation. It is applicable to all
entities that report under IFRS. The amendment
to IAS 1 introduces disclosures about the level of
an entity’s capital and how it manages capital.
The standard is expected to result in additional
disclosures for the company.
(ii) IFRS 8 – Operating Segments (effective from

Standards, interpretations and
amendments not yet effective in
2007

1 January 2009)

The
following
standards,
amendments and interpretations
are mandatory for the company’s
accounting periods beginning on or
after 1 April 2007. None of these
standards are expected to have a
material impact on the results of
the company.

US standard SFAS 131 – Disclosures about

(i)

IFRS
7
–
Financial
Instruments:
Disclosures,
Consequential Amendment
to IFRS 4, Implementation
Guidance
and
a
C o m p l e m e n t a r y
Amendment to IAS 1 –
Presentation of Financial
Statements:
Capital
Disclosures (effective from
1 January 2007)
IFRS 7 introduces new
disclosures to improve the
information about financial
instruments. It requires the
disclosure of qualitative and
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arising from financial instruments, including

IFRS 8 replaces IAS 14 and aligns segment
reporting

with

Segments

of

the
an

requirements

Enterprise

and

of

the

Related

Information.
(iii) IFRIC Interpretation 8 – Scope of IFRS 2
(effective from 1 May 2006)
IFRS

2

applies

to

share-based

payment

transactions in which the entity receives or
acquires goods or services. “Goods” include
inventories, consumables, property, plant and
equipment, intangible assets and other nonfinancial

assets.

Consequently,

except

for

particular transactions excluded from its scope,
IFRS 2 applies to all transactions in which the
entity receives non-financial assets or services as
consideration for the issue of equity instruments
of the entity. IFRS 2 also applies to transactions in
which the entity incurs liabilities, in respect of
goods or services received, that are based on the
price (or value) of the entity’s shares or other
equity instruments of the entity.
(iv) IFRIC Interpretation 10 – Interim Financial
Reporting and Impairment (effective from
1 November 2006)
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IFRIC
10
prohibits
the
impairment losses recognised
in an interim period on
goodwill, investments in equity
instruments and investments in
financial assets carried at cost
to be reversed at a subsequent
balance sheet date. The
company will apply IFRIC 10
from 1 January 2007, but it is
not expected to have any
impact on the company’s
accounts.

The preparation of financial statements in conformity

(v) IFRIC Interpretation 11 –
IFRS 2 – Group and Treasury
Share Transactions (effective
from 1 March 2007)

Many of the amounts included in the financial

The interpretation addresses
how to apply IFRS 2 – Sharebased payments to sharebased payment arrangements
involving an entity’s own equity
instruments
or
equity
instruments of another entity
in the same group.

with IFRS requires the use of certain critical estimates
and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of
assets and liabilities at the date of the financial
statements and the reported amounts of revenues and
expenses during the reporting period. Although these
estimates are based on the best knowledge of the
amount, event or actions, actual results ultimately
differ from those estimates.
Critical accounting estimates and assumptions
Judgements in applying accounting policies and
key sources of estimation uncertainty

statements involve the use of judgement and/or
estimation. These judgements and estimates are
based on management’s best knowledge of the
relevant facts and circumstances, having regard to
prior experience, but actual results may differ from the
amounts included in the financial statements. The
estimates and assumptions that have a significant risk
of causing a material adjustment to the carrying
amounts of assets and liabilities within the next
financial year are discussed below.
Impairment of assets

The following standards and
interpretations are currently not
relevant
to
the
company’s
operations:

The recoverable amount of each asset or cash-

(i)

events or changes in circumstances impact on a

IFRIC Interpretation 9 –
Reassessment of Embedded
Derivatives (effective from
1 June 2006)

generating unit is determined as the higher of the
asset’s fair value less costs to sell and its value in use in
accordance with the accounting policy. When such
particular asset or cash-generating unit, its carrying
value is assessed by reference to its recoverable
amount being the higher of fair value less costs to sell
and value in use (being the net present value of

(ii) IFRIC Interpretation 12 –
Service
Concession
Arrangements (effective from
1 January 2008)
(iii) AC 503 – Accounting for Black
Economic
Empowerment
(“BEE”) Transactions (effective
from 1 May 2006)

expected future cash flows of the relevant cashgenerating unit). The best evidence of an asset’s fair
value is its value obtained from an active market or
binding sale agreement. Where neither exists, fair
value less costs to sell is based on the best information
available to reflect the amount the company could
receive for the asset or cash-generating unit in an
arm’s length transaction.
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NOTES TO THE
Annual Financial Statements (continued)
for the year ended 31 March 2007

Environmental Rehabilitation
Liability
Provision is made for the
anticipated costs of future
restoration and rehabilitation of
mining areas from which natural
resources have been extracted in
accordance with the accounting
policy. Provision is made for the
anticipated costs of future
restoration and rehabilitation of
mining sites to the extent that a
legal or constructive obligation
exists
in
accordance
with
the accounting policy. These
provisions include future cost
estimates
associated
with
reclamation, plant closures, waste
site
closures,
monitoring,
demolition,
decontamination,
water purification and permanent
storage of historical residues. These
future
cost
estimates
are
discounted to their present value.
The calculation of these provision
estimates requires assumptions
such
as
application
of
environmental legislation, plant
closure
dates,
available
technologies and engineering cost
estimates. A change in any of the
assumptions used may have a
material impact on the carrying
value of rehabilitation provisions.
Retirement benefit obligations
An asset or liability in respect of
defined-benefit pension or medical
plans is recognised on the balance
sheet in accordance with the
accounting policy. The present
value
of
a
defined-benefit
obligation is dependent upon a
number of factors that are
determined on an actuarial basis.
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Recoverability of deferred tax assets
Deferred income tax assets are recognised to the
extent that it is probable that future taxable benefits
are generated, against which the deferred tax asset
can be realised and tax losses continue to be available
having regard to the nature and timing when they
originated and compliance with the tax legislation
associated with their recoupment.
1.2 Revenue recognition
Revenue comprises the fair value of the consideration
received or receivable for the sale of goods and
services in the ordinary course of the company’s
activities, and is recognised when the following
criteria have been met:
•

The significant risks and rewards of ownership of
the product have been transferred to the buyer.

•

Neither continuing managerial involvement to the
degree usually associated with ownership nor
effective control over the goods sold has been
retained.

•

The amount of revenue can be measured reliably.

•

It is probable that the economic benefits
associated with the sale will flow to the company.

•

The costs incurred or to be incurred in respect of
the sale can be measured reliably.

Revenue is shown net of value added taxation and is
recognised as follows:
•

Sale of diamonds – diamond sales are recognised
when risk and reward of ownership is transferred.

•

Sale of goods – product sales are recognised
when risk and reward passes at point of delivery.

•

Rendering of services – revenue is recognised
when the service has been rendered.

•

Other income – revenue is recognised when risks
and rewards of ownership are transferred.

•

Interest income – as it accrues, on a time
proportion basis, by reference to the principal
outstanding and at the effective interest rate
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applicable, unless collectability
is in doubt.
1.3 Government grants

commences when the assets are ready for their
intended use. Land and residential property is not
depreciated as it is deemed to have an indefinite life.
The company’s depreciation policy requires that

Government grants are accounted
for at the earlier of the date when
the funds are transferred or when
there is reasonable assurance that
the grant will be received.
Distinction is made between the
following types of government
grants:

buildings,

•

•

Buildings

25 – 40 years

•

Machinery

10 – 15 years

•

Vehicles

3 – 5 years

•

Furniture, fittings and equipment

3 – 8 years

•

•

government grants received/
receivable as compensation for
expenses already incurred are
accounted as a credit in the
income
statement
and
disclosed as other income;
government grants received/
receivable for the purpose of
giving immediate financial
support to the company with
no related future costs are
recognised as income in the
period it becomes receivable;
and
government grants received
and earmarked for specific
projects and expenditures are
deducted in the reporting
period in which the related
expenditure was incurred.

Unutilised government grants
received for specific purposes are
recognised as other liabilities and
charges at the end of each financial
year.

plant

and

equipment,

furniture

and computer equipment are depreciated to their
residual values, on the straight-line basis over their
estimated useful lives or the life of the mine,
whichever is shorter.
The estimated useful life of assets has been calculated
as follows:

The life-of-mine is currently estimated at 10 years, and
therefore all estimated useful lives of assets were
limited to a maximum of 10 years during the
beginning of the 2007 financial year and depreciation
rates were amended accordingly.
Expenditure on maintenance, repairs and renewal is
charged to income as incurred.
Improvements are capitalised. The cost of assets sold
or scrapped and the related accumulated depreciation
is eliminated from the accounts at the time of disposal
and the resulting profits or losses are reflected in the
income statement.
1.5 Licences and intangible assets
Licences and other intangibles are initially measured at
purchase cost and are amortised on a straight-line
basis over their estimated useful lives.
1.6 Impairment of assets
At each balance sheet date, the company reviews the

1.4 Property, plant and equipment
Property, plant and equipment
are
stated
at
fair
value
less accumulated depreciation
and impairment. Depreciation

carrying amount of its assets to determine whether
there are any indications that those assets are
impaired. If any such indication exists, the recoverable
amount of the asset is estimated in order to determine
the extent of the impairment (if any). The recoverable
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NOTES TO THE
Annual Financial Statements (continued)
for the year ended 31 March 2007

amount is the higher of fair value
less cost to sell and value in use.
In assessing value in use, the
estimated future cash flows are
discounted to their present value
using a pre-tax discount rate that
reflects current market assessments
of the time value of money and the
risks specific to the asset for which
estimates of future cash flows have
not been adjusted. If the
recoverable amount of an asset is
estimated to be less than its
carrying amount, the carrying
amount is reduced to its
recoverable
amount.
Any
impairment is first recognised
against any existing revaluation
reserve, whereafter the balance of
the impairment (if any) is
recognised immediately as an
expense.
Where an impairment subsequently
reverses, the carrying amount of
the asset is increased to the revised
estimate of its recoverable amount,
but so that the increased carrying
amount does not exceed the
carrying amount that would have
been
determined
had
no
impairment been recognised for
the asset in prior years. A reversal
of impairment is recognised as
income immediately, unless the
asset is carried at a revalued
amount in accordance with another
accounting policy. A reversal of an
impairment loss of a revalued asset
shall be treated as a revaluation
increase in accordance with that
other accounting policy. The revised
amounts are depreciated over the
remaining useful lives.
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1.7 Biological assets
Dairy herds
Dairy herds are measured at fair value less estimated
costs to sell on initial recognition and at each balance
sheet date. Fair values are determined based on
current market prices for the assets in their present
location and condition. Where market-determined
prices or values are not available and for which
alternative estimates of fair value are determined to
be clearly unreliable, then assets are measured at cost
less accumulated depreciation and any accumulated
impairment losses (if any) until fair value can be
determined.
Orchards
Orchards are measured at fair value less estimated
costs to sell on initial recognition and at each balance
sheet date. Fair values are determined based on
current market prices for the assets in their present
location and condition. Where market-determined
prices or values are not available and for which
alternative estimates of fair value are determined to
be clearly unreliable, then assets are measured at cost
less accumulated depreciation and any accumulated
impairment losses (if any) until fair value can be
determined.
Changes in fair value are recognised in the income
statement as either gains or losses.
1.8 Trade and other receivables
Trade and other receivables are initially measured at
fair value less provision for impairment. A provision for
impairment of trade and other receivables is
established when there is objective evidence that the
company will not be able to collect all amounts due
according to the original terms of receivables.
Significant financial difficulties of the debtor,
probability that the debtor will enter bankruptcy or
financial reorganisation, and default or delinquency in
payments are considered indicators that the trade
receivables are impaired. The amount of the provision
is the difference between the asset’s carrying amount
and the present value of estimated future cash flows,
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discounted at the effective interest
rate. The amount of the provision is
recognised in the income statement
during the year in which it is
identified. Subsequent recoveries of
amounts previously written off are
credited to the income statement.
1.9 Inventories
Inventories are valued as follows:
•

diamonds are valued at net
realisable value – as the
company made operating
losses, the cost exceeded the
NRV at 31 March 2007;

•

parts and consumable items
are valued at the lower of
weighted average cost and net
realisable value;

•

diamond-bearing ore stock
piles are not given value, which
is in line with expected
diamond mining practice;

•

ostriches and agricultural
produce are valued at fair value
less cost to sell; and

•

oysters are valued at the lower
of cost and net realisable value.

In all cases, obsolete, redundant
and slow moving stock are
identified and written down to net
realisable value. Net realisable value
is the estimated selling price in the
ordinary course of business.
1.10 Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents includes
cash in hand, deposits held at call
with banks, other short-term highly
liquid investments with original
maturities of three months or less,
and bank overdrafts. Bank

overdrafts are shown within borrowings in current
liabilities on the balance sheet. Cash that are
earmarked for specific purposes (restricted cash
balances) is included in cash and cash equivalents, but
disclosed separately in the notes to the annual
financial statements.
1.11 Provisions
Provisions are recognised when the company has a
present legal or constructive obligation as a result of
past events, it is probable that an outflow of resources
embodying economic benefits will be required to
settle the obligation, and a reliable estimate of the
amount of the obligation can be made. Any assets
held for the specific purpose of settling of a provision
(be it voluntary or legally imposed), such as funds held
in rehabilitation trusts, are separately recognised in the
balance sheet. Provisions are not recognised for future
operating losses.
Provisions are measured at the present value of the
expenditure expected to be required to settle the
obligation using a pre-tax rate that reflects current
market assessments of the time value of money and
the risks specific to the obligation. The increase in the
provision due to passage of time is recognised as a
financial expense.
1.12 Borrowing costs
Borrowing costs are recognised as an expense when
incurred.
1.13 Employee benefits
Pension schemes
Any liability recognised in the balance sheet in respect
of defined benefit pension plans is the present value
of the defined benefit obligation at the balance sheet
date less the fair value of plan assets, together with
adjustments for unrecognised actuarial gains or losses
and past service costs. The defined benefit obligation
is calculated annually by independent actuaries using
the projected unit credit method. The present value of
the defined benefit obligation is determined by
discounting the estimated future cash outflows using
interest rates of high-quality corporate bonds that are
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for the year ended 31 March 2007

denominated in the currency in
which the benefits will be paid and
that have terms to maturity
approximating to the terms of the
related pension liability.
Actuarial gains and losses arising
from experience adjustments and
changes in actuarial assumptions in
excess of the greater of 10% of the
value of plan assets or 10% of the
defined benefit obligation, are
charged or credited to income over
the employees’ expected average
remaining working lives. Pastservice costs are recognised
immediately in income, unless the
changes to the pension plan are
conditional on the employees
remaining in service for a specified
period of time, which are amortised
on a straight-line basis over the
vesting period. Any surplus of plan
assets over plan liabilities are only
recognised as an asset if the
company has a vested right in the
surplus, such as an approved
surplus apportionment scheme.
Contributions to a defined
contribution plan in respect of
service in a particular period are
recognised as an expense in that
period.
Other post-retirement obligations
The company provides postretirement health-care benefits to
their retirees employed before May
1989 and the entitlement to these
benefits is conditional on the
employee remaining in service up
to retirement age. The expected
costs of these benefits are accrued
over the period of employment
using the same accounting
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methodology as used for defined benefit pension
plans. Actuarial gains and losses arising from
experience adjustments and changes in actuarial
assumptions in excess of the greater of 10% of the
value of plan assets or 10% of the defined benefit
obligation, are charged or credited to income over
the expected average remaining working lives of
the related employees. These obligations are valued
annually by independent qualified actuaries.
1.14 Taxation
The income tax expense represents the sum of the
current tax charge and the movement in deferred tax.
Tax payable is based on taxable profit for the year.
Taxable profit differs from net profit as reported in the
income statement because it excludes items of income
and expense that are taxable or deductible in other
years and items that are not taxable or deductible.
Deferred taxation is provided using the liability
method on all temporary differences between the
carrying amounts for financial reporting purposes and
the amounts used for taxation purposes, except for
differences relating to goodwill which are not
deductible for taxation purposes and the initial
recognition of assets or liabilities which affects neither
accounting nor taxable profit or loss.
Deferred taxation is calculated using taxation rates
that have been enacted at the balance sheet date. The
effect on deferred taxation of any changes in taxation
rates is recognised in the income statement in the year
in which the change occurs, except to the extent that
it relates to items previously charged or credited
directly to equity.
Deferred income tax assets are recognised to the
extent that it is probable that future taxable profits will
be available against which the temporary differences
can be utilised.
1.15 Financial liabilities
Financial liabilities are classified according to the
substance of the contractual agreements entered into.
Significant financial liabilities include trade and other
payables. Finance charges are accounted for on an
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accrual basis and are added to the
carrying amount of the instrument
to the extent that they are not
settled in the period in which they
arise. Trade and other payables are
stated at nominal value.
1.16 Segment reporting
Business segments are subject to
risks and returns that are different
from those of other business
segments. The company conducts
business in diamond mining,
farming and mariculture, which are
the primary segments. On the
secondary segment basis, which is
the reporting format by geographic
analysis, the directors consider that
there is only one material
geographical segment, namely
Alexander Bay, and it is therefore
not considered necessary to
disclose secondary segments.
1.17 Operating leases
Leases in which a significant
portion of the risks and rewards of
ownership are retained by the
lessor are classified as operating
leases. Payments made under
operating leases (net of any
incentives received from the lessor)
are charged to the income
statement on a straight-line basis
over the period of the lease.

exceeding related revenue, are credited against
exploration expenditure and included in costs of sales.
1.19 Environmental liabilities
Provision is made for environmental liabilities based on
the future costs of rehabilitating the environment
which is based on the company’s assessment of
current environmental and regulatory requirement up
to balance sheet date.
Annual increases in the provision are split between
finance costs relating to the change in the net present
value of the provision, inflationary increases in the
provision estimate and restoration costs relating to
additional environmental disturbances that have
occurred.
Annual contributions are made to the Alexkor
Rehabilitation Trust, a trust created to provide for the
estimated cost of rehabilitation during and at the end
of the life of the mine. Income earned on monies paid
to the trust is accounted for as interest income. The
funds in the trust are disclosed separately from the
provision for rehabilitation costs.
1.20 Non-current assets held for sale
Non-current assets are classified as assets held for sale
and stated at the lower of carrying amount and fair
value less costs to sell if their carrying amount is
recovered principally through a sale transaction rather
than through a continuing use.

1.18 Exploration costs
Exploration costs are expensed until
such time as a feasibility study is
completed. Revenue earned from
the discovery of diamonds during
the exploration phase is included in
sales revenue in the income
statement. The estimated costs of
production of diamonds sold, not
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2. Property, plant and equipment
2007

2007
Accumulated
Cost/ depreciation/
Valuation amortisation
R
R
Owned assets
Land and buildings
211 606 820
Plant and equipment 55 351 005
Motor vehicles
15 058 240
Furniture and fittings
1 134 019
Computer equipment
and software
3 892 523
287 042 607

2007

2006

Carrying
value
R

Cost/
Valuation
R

14 045 446 197 561 374 399 105 176
55 351 005
– 101 776 045
10 492 022
4 566 218 14 680 026
962 404
171 615
1 119 185
2 665 824

1 226 699

3 818 475

83 516 701 203 525 906 520 498 907

2006
Accumulated
depreciation/
amortisation
R

2006
Carrying
value
R

8 772 467 390 332 709
42 647 774 59 128 271
8 679 655
6 000 371
909 635
209 550
2 148 702

1 669 773

63 158 233 457 340 674

The carrying amounts of property, plant and equipment can be reconciled as follows:

2007

Carrying
value at
beginning
of the year
R

Owned assets
Land and buildings
390 332 709
Plant and equipment 59 128 271
Motor vehicles
6 000 371
Furniture and fittings
209 550
Computer equipment
and software
1 669 773
457 340 674

2006

Carrying
value at
beginning
of the year
R

Owned assets
Land and buildings
395 713 661
Plant and equipment 58 692 641
Motor vehicles
6 886 642
Furniture and fittings
284 262
Computer equipment
and software
1 727 310
Exploration costs
3 045 895
466 350 411
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Impairments/
Additions adjustments
R
R
– (187 498 357)
1 165 857 (47 590 897)
–
378 214
13 947
887
74 049

–

1 253 853 (234 710 153)

Impairments/
Additions adjustments
R
R
312
4 658
193
32

Carrying
Depreciation/
value at
Disposals amortisation end of year
R
R
R
–
(5 272 978) 197 561 374
– (12 703 231)
–
–
(1 812 367)
4 566 218
–
(52 769)
171 615
–

(517 123)

1 226 699

– (20 358 468) 203 525 906

Depreciation/
Disposals amortisation
R
R

643
387
666
780

–
–
–
–

–
(438 094)
–
–

645 650
–

–
(3 045 895)

–
–

5 843 126

(3 045 895)

Carrying
value at
end of year
R

(5 693 595) 390 332 709
(3 784 663) 59 128 271
(1 079 937)
6 000 371
(107 492)
209 550
(703 187)
–

1 669 773
–

(438 094) (11 368 874) 457 340 674
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3. Errors, changes in estimates and changes in accounting policies
3.1

Errors
During the current financial year the company discovered that the fair value of assets as at 31 March 2005
and 31 March 2006 was incorrectly stated due to the following:
–
–
–
–
–
–

exploration costs were incorrectly allocated to land and buildings;
land and buildings items were incorrectly recognised in the accounting records;
plant and equipment items were incorrectly allocated to land and buildings;
plant and equipment items had not been recognised in the accounting records;
plant and equipment items had been included in the accounting records more than once; and
furniture and fittings items were incorrectly allocated to plant and equipment.

The financial statements have been restated to correct these errors and the effect of the restatement on
these financials statements is summarised below:
2005
Decrease in closing carrying value of land and buildings
Increase in closing carrying value of plant and equipment
Decrease in closing carrying value of furniture and fittings

(22 400 549)
22 644 012
4 455

Increase in equity – restatement of revaluation reserve

247 918
2006

Decrease in cost of land and buildings

(3 045 895)

Decrease in equity – restatement of revaluation reserve

(3 045 895)

There is no effect on the income statement in relation to the above transactions.
The company also discovered that a liability for VAT in respect of government funding received in the year
ended 31 March 2006 had not been recognised in the financial statements. However, the Department of
Public Enterprises, who was responsible for the transfer of the funds, has recognised its liability to
Alexkor Ltd in respect of the historic transfers and in respect of any future transfers to the entity.
The financial statements have therefore been restated to correct this error and the effect of the restatement
on these financial statements is summarised below:
2006
Increase in trade and other receivables
Increase in trade and other payables
Administration expenses and other operating costs
Other income
3.2

2 225 615
(2 225 615)
(187 544)
187 544

Changes in estimates
During the current financial year the company changed the estimated useful life of certain of its assets. This
is to ensure that no assets have a deemed useful life of longer than 10 years, the current deemed life of
the mine.
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NOTES TO THE
Annual Financial Statements (continued)
for the year ended 31 March 2007

3. Errors, changes in estimates and changes in accounting policies (cont’d)
3.3

Changes in accounting policy
IFRIC 5 – Rights to Interests arising from Decommissioning, Restoration and Environmental Rehabilitation
Funds, effective for financial years beginning on or after 1 January 2006, has been applied with effect to
the current year. This statement prevents offsetting any rehabilitation trust assets against a rehabilitation
liability. The value of Alexkor’s interest in the rehabilitation fund is therefore disclosed separately from the
liability and comparative financial information has been restated in accordance with IAS 8 – Accounting
Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors.
The financial statements have therefore been retrospectively adjusted and the effect on the financial
statements is summarised below:
2006
Increase in cash held in rehabilitation trust
Increase in environmental rehabilitation liability

14 655 139
(14 655 139)

There is no effect on the income statement in relation to the above transactions.

4. Non-current assets classified as held for sale
2007
2007
Fair value at
the beginning
of the year Impairment
R
R
Diamond boats

2 500 000

(1 000 000)

2007
2006
Fair value Fair value at
at the end the beginning
of the year
of the year
R
R
1 500 000

2006

Impairment
R

2006
Fair value
at the end
of the year
R

–

2 500 000

2 500 000

The diamond boats were classified as held for sale at the end of the 2005 financial year. These boats were to be
sold through the tender process during the 2006 financial year. It is still management’s intention to dispose of
these assets through a tender process.

5. Biological assets
Fair value at Movements
beginning
during
of the year
the year
R
R
2007
Orchards
Dairy herd

2006
Orchards
Dairy herd

Fair value
at end of
the year
R

537 600
1 279 200

–
(113 700)

537 600
1 165 500

1 816 800

(113 700)

1 703 100

Fair value at
beginning
of the year
R

Movements
during
the year
R

Fair value
at end of
the year
R

537 600
1 587 700

–
(308 500)

537 600
1 279 200

2 125 300

(308 500)

1 816 800

6. Inventories
The amounts attributable to the different categories of inventory are as follows:

Diamonds
Parts and consumable stores
Livestock and agricultural produce

44

2007
R

2006
R

7 833 597
5 295 578
3 930 513

10 734 197
4 899 774
7 759 273

17 059 688

23 393 244
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7. Trade and other receivables
2007
R

2006
R

Trade receivables
Less: provision for impairment of receivables

3 977 619
(1 388 994)

3 474 154
(2 005 433)

Trade receivables – net
Prepayments
Other receivables – VAT, penalties and interest on government funds
Other receivables

2 588
285
13 418
295

1 468
812
2 225
1 767

625
764
690
726

721
000
615
913

16 588 805

6 274 249

Authorised
50 000 000 ordinary shares of R1 each

50 000 000

50 000 000

Issued
50 000 000 ordinary shares of R1 each

50 000 000

50 000 000

The fair value of trade and the other receivables is not materially
different from carrying values presented.

8. Share capital

9. Retirement benefit obligations
9.1

Pension funds
All employees employed before 1 July 2003 are members of the defined benefit pension fund. The pension
fund is governed by the South African Pension Funds Act of 1956 as amended. All employees appointed
after the aforementioned date are compelled to join the defined contribution fund. The actuarial valuation
of the pension fund is performed using the projected unit credit method every third year and updates are
performed for each financial year-end. The assets held for the pension plans are held separately from the
company and administered independently, in accordance with the statutory requirements and are measured
using period-end market values.
Defined benefit pension plan
The last actuarial valuation was performed on 31 March 2005. The actuarial valuation will be updated once
the Surplus Apportionment Scheme is approved by the Financial Services Board. An estimation of the
pension plan status was performed by independent consulting actuaries on 31 March 2007 using certain
actuarial assumptions.
Membership data at 1 April 2005
Active members: 221
Pensioners: 222
Valuation method
The actuarial valuation method used to value the liabilities is the projected unit credit method prescribed
by IAS 19. Future benefits valued are projected using specific actuarial assumptions and the liability for
in-service members is accrued over expected working lifetime. The following principal assumptions were
used for the current valuation:

Discount rate
Salary increase rate
Expected rate of return on assets
Inflation
Pension increase allowance

2007

2006

7.75% p.a.
5.75% p.a.
9.00%
4.75%
4.04%

7.50% p.a.
5.50% p.a.
8.00%
4.50%
3.83%
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NOTES TO THE
Annual Financial Statements (continued)
for the year ended 31 March 2007

9. Retirement benefit obligations (continued)
9.1

Pension funds (continued)
Fund status
2007
R

2006
R

Fair value of plan assets
Present value of obligations

277 693 000
155 846 000

217 634 000
147 927 000

Surplus
Unrecognised actuarial (gains)/losses

121 847 000
–

69 707 000
(12 099 000)

Unrecognised surplus

121 847 000

57 608 000

Movement analysis
Opening balance of recognised asset
Net expense recognised in the income statement
Company contribution

–
(1 229 000)
1 229 000

Closing balance of recognised asset

–

–
(1 242 000)
1 242 000
–

As the Surplus Apportionment Scheme has not yet been
approved, the company did not make provision for any surplus
assets attributable to the company in the balance sheet. The
surplus disclosed above therefore remains unrecognised.
The movement in the defined benefit obligation during the year
is as follows:
Defined benefit obligation at the beginning of the year
Service cost
Member contributions
Additional voluntary contributions
Interest cost
Actuarial loss
Benefits paid
Risk premiums

147 927 000
2 196 000
1 058 000
–
11 077 000
1 522 000
(6 799 000)
(1 135 000)

119 229 000
1 733 000
1 060 000
9 000
9 985 000
24 349 000
(7 768 000)
(670 000)

Defined benefit obligation at the end of the year

155 846 000

147 927 000

Assets at fair market value at the beginning of the year
Expected return on assets
Contributions
Risk premiums
Benefits paid
Actuarial gain

217
17
2
(1
(6
48

172 100 000
15 213 000
2 311 000
(670 000)
(7 768 000)
36 448 000

Assets at fair market value at the end of the year

277 693 000

The movement in the fair value of plan assets during the year is
as follows:
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634
252
287
135
799
454

000
000
000
000)
000)
000

217 634 000
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Post-retirement medical aid benefits
Alexkor provides lifelong post-retirement medical benefits for employees who commenced employment
with the company on or before 1 May 1989 (currently in-service and subsequent retirees) and who have
not elected to receive a voluntary severance package from the company. The company subsidises 100% of
the total contribution of the medical scheme option to which the member belongs.
Membership data
In-service members: 73 (2006: 81)
Continuation members: 164 (2006: 185)
The reduction in continuation members’ number year-on-year is mainly due to the findings of an internal
audit that was performed to verify eligibility of the continuation members receiving the post-retirement
medical aid benefit. It was found that 21 continuation members were not entitled to receive this benefit
and were subsequently removed from this plan.
Fund status
2007
R

2006
R

Fair value of plan assets
Present value of obligations

–
73 737 000

–
108 007 000

Present value of unfunded liability
Unrecognised actuarial gains/losses

73 737 000
–

108 007 000
–

Liability recognised in balance sheet

73 737 000

108 007 000

Actuarial valuation
The post-retirement medical liability is actuarially valued every three years by an independent firm of
consulting actuaries, unless there are major changes in the nature and extent of the post-retirement
benefits. The liability was last valued on 31 March 2007 (previous valuation 31 March 2006) and the
assumptions in the valuation are detailed below.
Valuation method
The actuarial valuation method used to value the liabilities is the projected unit credit method prescribed
by IAS 19. Future benefits valued are projected using specific actuarial assumptions and the liability for inservice members is accrued over expected working lifetime. The following principal assumptions were used
for the current valuation:

Discount rate
Health-care cost inflation
Expected retirement age
Membership discontinued at retirement

2007

2006

7.75% p.a.
6.75% p.a.
60
0%

7.50% p.a.
6.50% p.a.
60
0%

2007
R

2006
R

Movement analysis

Carrying value at the beginning of the year
Expensed to post-retirement employee benefits

108 007 000
(30 550 575)

96 568 702
15 667 673

1 218 000
7 803 000
(39 571 575)

–
9 460 000
6 207 673

Less: Actual contributions by the company

(3 719 425)

(4 229 375)

Carrying value at the end of the year

73 737 000

Current service cost
Interest on liability
Net actuarial (gain)/loss

108 007 000
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NOTES TO THE
Annual Financial Statements (continued)
for the year ended 31 March 2007

The actuarial gain experienced during the 2006/07 financial year is mainly attributable to:
• The shift during January 2007 to another medical aid scheme, which provides similar benefits at reduced
contribution rates. This strategy resulted in lower monthly contributions by the company as well as
having a positive impact on future contributions. The net actuarial gain attributable to shift to another
medical aid scheme amounted to R26.6 million.
• The net actuarial gain attributable to the discontinuation of benefits of 21 continuation members not
eligible for the post-retirement medical aid benefit amounted to R12.5 million.
Sensitivity Analysis
Health-care cost inflation
Central
assumption
6.75%

-1%

+1%

Accrued liability 31 March 2007 (Rm)
% change

73.737
–

63.973
-13.2%

85.898
+16.5%

Current service cost + interest cost 2007/08 (Rm)
% change

6.293
–

5.391
-14.3%

7.429
+18.1%

Disclosure Requirement
Paragraph 120A(o) of IAS 19 (AC 116)

Health-care cost inflation

Accrued liability 31 March 2007 (Rm)
% change

Central
assumption
6.75%

+5% for
5 years

+10% for
5 years

73.737
–

90.635
+22.9%

110.707
+50.1%

Discount rate

Accrued liability 31 March 2007 (Rm)
% change

Central
assumption
7.75%

-1%

+1%

73.737
–

86.128
+16.8%

63.965
-13.3%

Expected retirement age
Central
assumption
on 60 years
Accrued liability 31 March 2007 (Rm)
% change

73.737

1 year
younger

1 year
older

75.195
+2.0%

72.342
-1.9%

The contribution to the post-retirement medical aid benefit plan for the year ended 31 March 2007 were
R3.0 million.

10. Environmental rehabilitation liability
The company has an obligation to rehabilitate the environment as a result of environmental disturbance caused
by mining activities. A provision is recognised for the present value of the estimated costs to rehabilitate the
existing environmental disturbance as at year-end. The increase in the current year provision is the net of an
annual inflationary adjustment of previous estimates, environmental disturbance caused during the financial year,
less any actual rehabilitation activities undertaken during the year. Previously, the carrying value of the
rehabilitation liability was reduced by the cash deposits held in the Rehabilitation Trust. With the adoption and
retrospective application of IFRIC 5, the carrying value of the rehabilitation liabilities no longer includes the cash
deposits held in the Rehabilitation Trust.
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The following table provides a reconciliation of the carrying value of the rehabilitation liability:
2007
R

2006
R

Carrying value at the beginning of the year
Plus: Cash deposits held in Rehabilitation Trust

193 449 419
–

22 292 300
11 279 836

Restated carrying value
Provisions made during the year

193 449 419
19 915 847

33 572 136
159 877 283

Carrying value at the end of the year
Less: Cash deposits held in Rehabilitation Trust

213 365 266
18 350 621

193 449 419
14 655 139

Unfunded rehabilitation liability

195 014 645

178 794 280

9 066 595
13 418 690
8 596 374

3 987 591
2 225 615
7 131 077

31 081 659

13 344 283

3 908 339
726 791
46 898 281

4 076 758
856 835
–

51 533 411

4 933 593

11. Trade and other payables
Trade payables
Other payables – VAT, penalties and interest on government funds
Accruals

12. Other liabilities
Accrued leave
Bonus accrual
Government-funded obligations

12.1

12.1 Government-funded obligations
The company received government transfers during the period under review for project-specific
expenditure, which is accounted for separately from government transfers received for expenses and/or
losses already incurred. The government transfers received and utilised are reconciled as follows:
Opening
Interest
Closing
balance at
Utilised
earned on
balance
beginning
Transfers
during
investment
at the end
of the year
received
the year
of funds
the year
R
R
R
R
R
Rehabilitation of Boegoeberg
Alexander Bay Township
establishment
Costs related to Deed of
Settlement
Revegetation project

–

4 800 000

(228 500)

51 564

4 623 064

–

20 000 000

–

220 987

20 220 987

–
–

21 000 000
1 300 000

(416 149)
–

160 348
10 031

20 744 199
1 310 031

–

47 100 000

(644 649)

442 930

46 898 281
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NOTES TO THE
Annual Financial Statements (continued)
for the year ended 31 March 2007

13. Other income
Government transfers – financial support for operational requirements
Government transfers – specific expenditure incurred
Administrative income

2007
R

2006
R

32 900 000
1 208 500
3 491 686

1 522 778
187 544
4 623 920

37 600 186

6 334 242

–

(273 594)

14. Operating loss
Operating loss is stated after:
Income
Loss on disposal of property, plant and equipment
Expenditure
Depreciation
Amortisation
External audit fees
Internal audit fees
Other services
Staff costs

20 243
114
597
48
44
47 905

751
717
786
373
625
679

11 232
136
771
540
12
46 164

658
215
360
000
450
725

Directors’ emoluments
Executive directors

1 171 937

830 610

M E Mdaka

1 171 937

830 610

Non-executive directors

651 000

726 965

N D Moloi
T Abrahamse
Z R Coetzee
V Mahlati
J van Deventer
M van Zyl

360
51
69
57
57
57

387
51
81
69
75
63

000
000
000
000
000
000

965
000
000
000
000
000

15. Investment income
Investment income from cash held in Rehabilitation Trust
Interest received from South African Revenue Service
Other interest received

1 165 492
1 223 986
2 066 981

845 303
–
3 289 014

4 456 459

4 134 317

12 315

12 977

16. Finance costs
Sundry interest expense
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17. Taxation
Income – prior year overprovision

2007
R

2006
R

3 778 784

–

2007
R

2006
R

No taxation has been provided in the current year as the company has
an assessed tax loss and no deferred tax asset has been raised on the
assessed loss and other deductible timing differences as the company
is in a loss-making position and there appears to be no reasonable
expectation that the deductible tax differences will be utilised in the
foreseeable future. The estimated tax losses and unutilised capital
allowances carried forward as of 31 March 2007 was R108 412 525
(2006: R90 701 403).

18. Notes to the cash flow statement
18.1 Cash generated by operating activities
Net loss before taxation
Adjustments for:
Depreciation
Amortisation
Adjustments in biological assets
Investment income
Finance costs
Movements in retirement benefit obligations
Movements in environmental rehabilitation liability
Movements in other provisions
Loss on disposal of property, plant and equipment
Movement in working capital
Decrease/(Increase) in inventories
Decrease/(Increase) in accounts receivable
Increase/(Decrease) in accounts payable
Movement in restricted cash and cash equivalents
Decrease/(Increase) in restricted cash – legal
Increase in restricted cash – government funding

18.2 Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents included in the cash flow statement
comprise the following balance sheet amounts:
Unrestricted cash and cash equivalents

(22 872 973)

(205 534 872)

20 243
114
113
(4 456
12
(34 270
19 915
46 599

751
717
700
459)
315
000)
847
813
–

11 232 658
136 215
–
(4 134 317)
12 977
11 438 298
159 877 284
458 072
273 594

6 333 556
(10 314 555)
17 737 378

15 251 012
9 626 569
(9 251 755)

2 572 725
(48 798 281)

(543 412)
–

(7 068 466)

(11 157 677)

21 661 415

25 456 288

Cash at bank and on hand

21 661 415

25 456 288

Restricted cash and cash equivalents

56 349 019

10 123 461

Cash held in call accounts – government-related funds
Cash held in trust – ongoing litigations

48 798 281
7 550 738

–
10 123 461

Cash and cash equivalents

78 010 434

35 579 749
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NOTES TO THE
Annual Financial Statements (continued)
for the year ended 31 March 2007

19. Contingent liabilities
2007
R

2006
R

54 900
110 000

54 900
110 000

164 900

164 900

2007
R

2006
R

Operating lease cost
– office and computer equipment

291 324

330 425

Future lease obligations in respect of operating leases
– payable within a year
– payable within two years

143 367
136 880

257 741
188 614

Total

280 247

446 355

The company is defending a claim by Nabera Mining, a company
previously engaged by the shareholder to manage the operations of
the company. The amount of the value added by Nabera Mining in
terms of the management agreement is disputed by the company. No
provision has been made in the financial statements for the above
potential liability.

20. Guarantees
The company’s banker has issued guarantees on behalf of the
company to the following:
Eskom
Department of Minerals and Energy

21. Future obligations for lease payments

22. Related parties
The company is a state-owned entity and transactions with the following state entities occurred during the
financial year on an arm’s length basis:
• SAA
• Department of Minerals and Energy
• Eskom
The nature of transactions with these entities has not changed significantly from previous years and all
transactions are on an arm’s length basis. Payments to directors for services rendered have been disclosed in
note 14.
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23. Subsequent events
23.1 Discontinued operations
The company discontinued its health-care services on 1 April 2007 and donated its related movable assets
to the Northern Cape Provincial Government for the provincial government, which will provide a healthcare service to the benefit of the surrounding communities. The hospital and clinic buildings are provided
free of charge to the provincial government until the buildings can be transferred in terms of the Deed of
Settlement described below.
23.2 Deed of Settlement – land claim Richtersveld Community
As previously reported, the Richtersveld Community has successfully instituted a land claim against Alexkor
and the Government of the Republic of South Africa in respect of the subject land which is currently owned
by Alexkor. On 14 October 2003, the Constitutional Court held that the community is entitled to restitution
of the land. The matter was then referred back to the Land Claims Court to determine what form restitution
should take. Restitution can take the form of restoration (i.e. the return) of the land, or equitable redress
or a combination of both.
In order to determine restitution, the Land Claims Court has heard evidence over April/May 2005 as well
as October/November 2005, whereafter the parties decided to enter into settlement negotiations. The
parties had signed a Memorandum of Understanding on 29 October 2006, which stipulated in-principle
agreements on the nature and extent of the intended restitution.
The parties signed a formal and binding Deed of Settlement on 22 April 2007. At the time of compiling
this report, a court date has not yet been secured, whereby the parties will present the Land Claims Court
with the Deed of Settlement to be made an order of court. The Deed of Settlement formalised the
in-principle agreements reached between the parties regarding the nature and extent of the intended land
claims restitution. The salient features of the Settlement Agreement are as follows:
• all land and buildings subject to the land claim will be transferred to the Northern Cape Provincial
Government;
• all movable farming and maricultural assets will be transferred to the Richtersveld Community;
• certain erven and erected buildings within the to-be-established township of Alexander Bay will be
transferred to various social institutions and government authorities to normalise the social and
governmental structures; and
• land mining rights will be transferred to the Richtersveld Community, whilst the company will retain its
marine mining rights.
Alexkor will retain its marine mining rights and remaining mining assets and marine mining rights and these
assets will be pledged to a Pooling and Sharing Joint Venture with the Richtersveld Community until the
said venture is dissolved.
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(119 397 985)
(119 727 071)
329 086

Cost of sales

Gross cost of sales
Less: Internal cost of sales

1 273 546

Revaluation/Impairment
adjustments made to
revaluation reserve
(39 945 498)

(5 191 203)

(183 698 902)

–

–

(6 874 550)

(235 710 153)

205 025 906

64 177

30 550 575

1 208 500
3 491 686

32 900 000

(52 819 128)
37 600 186

(22 732 903)

(164 828 358)
8 437 608

(156 390 750)

142 191 941
(8 534 094)

133 657 847

Assets attributable to each
segment

8 034

(776 579)

(7 414 704)
30 995

(7 383 709)

7 747 431
(1 140 301)

6 607 130

(19 094 189)
197 570 403

(3 203 941)

(5 448 979)
110 920

(5 338 059)

2 139 238
(5 120)

2 134 118

Net loss after tax
374 785

(7 952 244)

(11 132 787)
413 468

(10 719 319)

2 767 075
–

2 767 075

Total

(19 915 847)
4 456 459
(12 315)
3 778 784

5 734 961

(6 370 826)

(21 104 817)
7 553 139

(13 551 678)

14 569 525
(7 388 673)

7 180 852

Administration

Provision for retirement
benefit obligations
Provision for environmental
rehabilitation liability
Investment income
Finance costs
Taxation refunded

Government funding –
financial assistance
Government funding –
specified expenditure
Administrative income

(4 429 313)

114 968 672
–

Gross revenue
Less: Internal revenue

Gross operating loss
Administration expenses
and other operating
costs
Other income

114 968 672

Other
non-core

13:17

Revenue

Hospital
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The segmental report below is compiled in terms of IAS 14 – Segment Reporting.
Alexander
Alexander
Bay Mining
Bay Trading
Town

24. Segmental report
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for the year ended 31 March 2007

* Resigned 31 March 2006
+ Resigned 31 March 2007

D R Zihlangu*

M van Zyl+

J van Deventer+

V Mahlati

Z R Coetzee+

T Abrahamse+

Non-executive
chairperson
Chief Executive
Officer
Non-executive
Director
Non-executive
Director
Non-executive
Director
Non-executive
Director
Non-executive
Director
Chief Executive
Officer
–

57 000

57 000

57 000

69 000

51 000

–

360 000

–

–

–

–

–

–

1 087 326

–

Basic salary

–

–

–

–

–

–

22 111

–

Bonus

–

–

–

–

–

–

62 500

–

Allowances

–

57 000

57 000

57 000

69 000

51 000

1 171 937

360 000

Total
2006/2007

119 985

63 000

75 000

69 000

81 000

51 000

830 610

387 965

Total
2005/2006
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M E Mdaka

N D Moloi

Capacity
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Board of directors

Name

Fees for
services as
members

Disclosure of remuneration in terms of section 55 of the PFMA and Treasury Regulation 28.1.1.
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APPLICABLE
Acts

Alexkor is regulated by the following principal Acts, ordinances and various other legislation:
• Alexkor Limited Act No. 116 of 1992
• Basic Conditions of Employment Act No. 75 of 1997
• Companies Act No. 61 of 1973
• Constitution of SA Act No. 108 of 1996
• Diamond Act No. 56 of 1986
• Environmental Laws Rationalisation Act No. 51 of 1997
• Labour Relations Act No. 66 of 1995
• Mine Health and Safety Act No. 29 of 1996
• Minerals Act No. 50 of 1991
• National Environmental Management Act No. 107 of 1998
• Occupational Health and Safety Act No. 85 of 1993
• Public Finance Management Act No. 29 of 1999
• Value Added Tax Act No. 89 of 1991
Statement of commitment
Alexkor is fully committed and makes every endeavour to observe and comply with all legislation,
regulations and policies pertaining to it.
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